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Abstract 
Introduction: The Chinese economy is growing fast and there is a great need for compe-
tent staff. The growth attracts more companies and the situation is becoming increasingly 
competitive. This has created a shortage of talents were demand exceeds supply. The most 
important function within a company to handle recruitment and retention is the Human 
Resource (HR) function. HR manages the source of knowledge, skills and potential to ac-
quire and keep a highly competent and committed workforce. 

Problem: The common understanding in media is that the problems with recruitment and 
retention are solved by paying higher salaries. This is however only one out of several tools 
the HR function can use to recruit and retain competent staff. An interesting aspect to in-
vestigate is hence the impact of different HR factors in the highly competitive Chinese 
market to find out what concept is successful.  

Purpose: The purpose is to identify a successful human resource concept by foreign com-
panies when recruiting and retaining local staff in China. It is our ambition to provide in-
formation that facilitates recruitment and retention of talented people. 

Method: A qualitative study was conducted at eleven foreign companies in China. Mangers 
with responsibility for HR work was interviewed. The answers from each interview were 
analyzed and matched against the empirical findings and the theoretical framework. All 
eleven companies were analyzed in a joint analysis to compare and find similarities between 
the companies. 

Analysis: Our analysis shows the impact of different HR factors for recruiting and retain-
ing local staff. The people who are demanded and difficult to recruit and retain are identi-
fied and actions to successfully recruit and retain are discussed and compared to the theo-
retical framework. 

Conclusions: After having identified several HR factors for recruiting and retaining local 
staff it is our belief that several factors are important to recruit and retain talented local 
staff. Salary is important but can partly be compensated by offering good career opportuni-
ties and work satisfaction. Several factors on how to create work satisfaction are different 
from Western countries. The conclusion provides a HR concept that by generalization can 
be used for more companies than the participating. 
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1 Introduction 
The introductory chapter describes the background to the topic of the thesis and why the authors find it in-
teresting and pertinent to study. Thereafter, a problem discussion specifies the particular aspects included in 
the study and leads up to the purpose statement of the thesis. To clarify the thesis focus further, a section dis-
cussing delimitations conclude the chapter.     

1.1 Background 
China is a buzzword, touching million of business people’s lips daily. The media coverage 
is noisy and extensive in both Swedish and International press. More then just the low cost 
production there is an interest for foreign companies to get access to the huge internal 
market of 1.3 Billion people that constantly increases its purchasing power due to fast eco-
nomic growth. The market is booming and every week a new Swedish company enrolls in 
business in China. (Dagens Industri, 2005). Swedish investors are not the only with an in-
terest in the worlds most populated country, as foreign companies make direct investments 
of some USD 1 billion a week. The fast economic growth in China creates many new jobs, 
which has created a situation were demand outruns supply when it comes to finding com-
petent people (Economist, 2005). The high demand for employees is predicted to a contin-
ual growth with tougher competition for the years to come (Zdnet Asia, 2005; Hewitt, 
2005; Mercer, 2005). 

Companies in China are growing just as the market and have a need to find competent 
people to support that growth. The competition is severe, a hot topic for all involved 
stakeholders and frequently discussed in global business press. The overall employee turn-
over rate in China is the highest in five years and reflects the situation of demand (Hewitt, 
2005). In some parts of the booming economy, the world’s most populated country is run-
ning increasingly short on people (Economist, 2005). Finding the right people in such a fast 
emerging and growing market is essential for building lasting and successful organizations. 
Since most of the foreign organizations desire a similar set of competencies, the competi-
tion for talent is gradually becoming more intense then ever (Ye, 2004). Peppitt (2004) 
states that the companies consider talented employees to be individuals possessing the 
characteristics and abilities needed to make a difference and contribute to the business 
goals. The tight labor market also results in increasing difficulties with keeping the talent al-
ready within the company (Ye, 2004) due to that many organizations apply more aggressive 
recruiting methods such as headhunting (Business Week, 2005c). 

The common understanding in the industry and business press is that companies succeed-
ing with recruitment and retention the next years will be market leaders in China for many 
years to come. The overall top priority for foreign companies in China during 2006 is ac-
cording to Hudson (2005) and Mercer (2005) to secure future growth by focusing on re-
cruitment and retention. The most important function within a company handling recruit-
ment and retention is the Human Resource function. 

Human Resource or HR manages the source of knowledge, skills and potential to acquire 
and keep a highly competent and committed workforce through implementation of staffing 
practices that creates involvement and a high-trust culture (Hughes, 2002). The importance 
of having a good HR function is acknowledged since a long time, but has recently become 
increasingly important for multinational companies due to global competition. Several stud-
ies show that companies that are performing well are investing more in the HR function 
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then those of lower performance. The role for HR is changing to a shift into developing 
people more then keeping track of labor laws and payrolls that have been the traditional 
perspective (Mercer, 2005). 

1.2 Problem Discussion 
For those not familiar with the analogy “Paying Peanuts, Getting Monkeys” it can be ex-
plained as “getting what one pay for” or not getting something good unless paying a decent 
price for it. When it comes to compensating employees in China a common understanding 
in media and among Human Resource research firms is that Chinese employees wants 
higher salaries (Hewitt, 2005: Hudson, 2005, China Daily, 2005). A rash conclusion would 
be that companies could attract and retain the most brilliant minds by paying better then 
competitors.  

Research firms and business press gives evidence to the complex reality facing foreign 
firms in China when dealing with recruitment and retention of valuable employees (Dagens 
Industri, 2005; Economist, 2005; Hewitt, 2005; Mercer, 2005; Watson Wyatt, 2005). Due to 
the tight labor market and competition for people with the same profile (Leininger, 2004; 
Hewitt, 2005), it is not enough for the employer to identify and approach prospective tal-
ent. The company also needs to be attractive as a future employer by providing a good em-
ployee value proposition which outruns the competitors and wins over the talent (Lowe & 
Schellenberg, 2002). There are however no guarantees that the employee will remain with 
the organization for a longer period since the war for talent continues. The best defense 
tactics for holding on to the key employee’s is to implement an effective retention system 
that fosters a profound level of commitment (Watson Wyatt, 2003). To assure long-term 
commitment, the retention system additionally has to provide motivating factors such as 
growth opportunities, fit between employee and business culture, performance appraisal 
systems and relationship and interaction with managers and co-workers. 

Bearing in mind the different activities of the HR function and that one of the corner-
stones was to create a committed workforce and it would be hard to imagine that the only 
tool available for the HR function would be a deep treasure chest filled to its edges with 
money. The literature presents a dilemma, were one part says effective HR work can enable 
better recruitment and retention while the other emphasize that “cash is king”.  

1.3 Purpose 
The purpose is to identify a successful human resource concept for foreign companies 
when recruiting and retaining local staff in China. It is our ambition to provide information 
that facilitates recruitment and retention of talented people.  

1.4 Research Questions 
To utilize the empirical investigation and to help fulfill the purpose of the thesis it is 
needed to formulate research questions. The two research questions are extensions to our 
purpose and will be discussed in the conclusion chapter. 

• What kind of people are foreign companies recruiting in China and what can be 
done better?  
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• How do foreign companies retain competent staff in China and how can they im-
prove? 

1.5 Delimitations 
Foreign companies shall be interpreted as non-Chinese companies with Western values and 
management styles. This does not imply that the persons interviewed need to be foreigners, 
i.e. non-Chinese. Conclusions about performance of how well the interviewed companies 
manage to recruit and maintain local staff are compared against statistics provided by the 
leading market research companies operating in China. All interviews give an employer per-
spective and there will be no empirical data from an employee perspective. The definition 
of local staff is those employees with local Chinese contracts. Expatriates working on other 
forms of contracts will not be a part of the study. 

China is a huge and diverse country were growth and expansion is concentrated along the 
coastline and its major cities (commonly located on the coast). Referring to China will in 
particular mean the developed areas around Shanghai that also can generalize the coastline 
and other developed urban areas (Economist, 2005). 
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2 Frame of Reference 
The chapter describes current and up-to-date theory on recruitment and retention, which is specific for for-
eign companies operating in the Chinese market. Fundamental and general theory is only used when it 
serves the purpose of facilitating the understanding of the Chinese situation. The last part of the charter pre-
sents studies on recruitment and retention published by world-leading consulting firms.   

2.1 Human Resource Management 
China implemented an open door policy in 1978 to expand the economy (Wong, Maher, 
Evans & Nicholson, 1998) and has since then gradually grown and turned into a booming 
market with foreign companies setting up new operations each day (Fang, 2005). Accord-
ing to Ambler and Witzel (2000) the China boom is expected to boost the country’s econ-
omy to be world’s largest within the near future which provides a great business opportu-
nity for Western companies. However, it is also important for the foreign organizations to 
recognize the challenges that are associated with operating in China. As discussed previ-
ously, the large number of foreign companies settling in China has created a situation were 
the demand exceeds supply of adequate people to recruit (Economist, 2005). Khatri (1999) 
propounds that when competition is fierce, a firm needs to achieve a competitive advan-
tage through flexibility and efficiency. According to Terpestra (1994) the most prevailing 
factor that provides flexibility and adaptability to a firm are the employees. By actively 
managing the human factor and applying strategic human resource management (HRM) 
practices, an organization can achieve sustainable competitive advantage (Khatri, 1999). 

HRM is according to Christensen Hughes (2002), characterized as the function of an or-
ganization dealing with recruitment, selection, training and development processes, i.e. 
managing human resources such as knowledge, skills and potential. The main goal of a HR 
function is to acquire and keep a highly competent and committed workforce through im-
plementation of staffing practices that creates involvement and a high-trust culture. Clark 
(1993) reflects that HRM can be considered as a frame of reference designed to create and 
increase the level of commitment. The great advantage of an effective HR function has 
since long been recognized by many firms, but it has only recently become an increasingly 
important function for multinational companies because of global competition (Mercer, 
2005). Khatri (1999) however, argues that it is not enough for a firm to design HR as a 
function, but should further consider the competency level of HR managers. Choosing the 
right HR managers can make the whole difference when it comes to effectively deploying 
the human resources to have an edge over others. Lim and Pringle (2005) posit that there 
are certain HRM practices that have been identified as to be particularly critical when it 
comes to recruiting and retaining staff in China.  

2.2 Recruitment 
Most foreign companies with operations in China are looking to attract and retain a par-
ticular type of talent (Leininger, 2004). According to Lim and Pringle (2005), one must 
make a distinction between recruiting employees in general and recruiting talent. The main 
characteristics of the employees sought in China are young professionals with a technical 
background, a firm conception of international management and excellent, or at least good, 
language skills. Because of the given set of competencies desired by most foreign compa-
nies in the Chinese market, it is increasingly difficult for companies to attract and hire what 
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is known as talented employees (Ye, 2004). Adding on to the recruitment difficulty is the in-
creased pressure and competition from domestic Chinese companies, which are reforming 
and thereby competing for the same talented people (Leininger, 2004).  

2.2.1 Attracting talent      
A good way to detect and attract future talent and prospective key employees is to identify 
existing talents within the company and use the characteristics of these as an evaluation 
guide (Lim & Pringle, 2005). According to Peppitt (2004) key employees refers to the peo-
ple who are important to the organization in the aspect of making a difference and deliver-
ing the aspired business results. This can be an expert in a particular field, a specialist pos-
sessing special knowledge or skills, or simply an experienced employee. Lim and Pringle 
(2005) propound that once the talented individuals are identified, the characteristics and 
competencies they possess can set the benchmark for the search requisites for future em-
ployees. A simple way to identify the strength or talent of an employee is according to 
Marcus Buckingham in Business Week (2005a) to ask how many hours the person spend 
on things he like during a day. Things that the person has an appetite for are usually the 
same as the ones that he is good at. 

Lim and Pringle (2005) discuss that the talent management should be regarded as a two 
way process since it is not only for the employer to set the framework for which talent to 
attract. The potential employee also has to find the company in question attractive and as-
pire to become a member of the organization. The competitors are most likely searching 
for the same or similar employee profile, so it is up to the company to outperform the 
competitors in order to win over the wanted talent (Peppitt, 2004). Lowe and Schellenberg 
(2002) argue that it is important for an organization to identify an attractive employee value 
proposition in order to attract the talent. Since the perception of an attractive job differs 
with individual preferences, it is essential for the employer to know the target segment. Lim 
and Pringle (2005) advice the organizations to communicate its brand image together with 
a description of the career path early on in the interview process. Through emphasis on the 
fantastic opportunities for a motivated and high achieving employee, the company can 
make it possible to distinguish oneself from the competitors already during the interview 
process. In this way, the standards are set from the start and the employee knows what to 
expect. To avoid restraining future employee’s, there are a few basic recruiting guidelines 
for an employer to consider when conducting the selection process. 

2.2.2 Selection process 
Peppitt (2004) propounds that the first step of the selection process is to specifically iden-
tify the requirements for the job concerning skills, knowledge or previous experience. Lim 
and Pringle (2005) elaborate on this by stating that the requirements should not be too 
general but also not too restrictive. To find the balance it is important to define the sought 
characteristics well and keep an open mind. It can be helpful to structure the qualifications 
and requirements by looking at necessary education and experience, required skills, and re-
quired personality traits (Lim & Pringle, 2005).               

Peppas and Yu (2005) further stress the importance of the fit between the applicant and 
the job requirements and organizational culture for successful staffing of a company. 
Mitchell, Holtom and Lee (2001) posit that extensive research has proven the turnover rate 
to decreases as individuals are hired who fit with the co-workers and organizational culture. 
Terpestra (1994) fortifies this by stating that the greatest impact a firm can have on staff 
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performance is during the initial selection stage. Since trying to change corporate culture or 
to persuade employees to change is time consuming and inefficient, the most effective ap-
proach is to include an organizational-fit assessment as a part of the recruitment process 
(Jones, 2005).  

According to Terpestra (1994) there are several different ways to assess organizational fit, 
with behavioral interviewing as the most common and cost efficient method. It effectively 
probes the prospective employees’ reactions to a certain situation. For example, if working 
efficient under pressure is considered as a key factor for success in the organization, the in-
terview questions should be constructed to illustrate the candidates’ value system on han-
dling pressure (Jones, 2005; Terpestra, 1994). This does however not guarantee the suitabil-
ity of the prospective employee since it has become evident that there is a natural tendency 
for applicants to display the characteristics that they believe are being sought by the recruit-
ing company (Peppas & Yu, 2005).       

A further incentive for including an organizational-fit assessment in the recruitment proc-
ess is mentioned by Lowe and Schellenberg (2002) who posit that it contributes to the crea-
tion of a productive and committed workforce. Every employee has their own value system 
which functions as a filter trough which they evaluate their job. When the real situation of 
the workplace meets the employee’s expectations, it is commonly perceived as a good place 
to work. This illustrates how important it is for an organization to consciously and actively 
design the selection process. However, Ye (2004) points out that few careers are built in a 
single organization these days. It is more commonly built on experience from several com-
panies in different industries. Therefore, with the fierce competition on a tight labor market 
and the evident volatility of the labor force, it is not enough to consider recruitment. Stutts 
(2001) posits that the only way to match the need for talent is to focus on keeping the ones 
you already have. 

2.3 Retention 
All companies have a natural interest in keeping well performing employees, and when it 
comes down to the bottom line in dollars and cents, it is cheaper with retention than re-
cruitment (Economist, 2005). When talking about improving the employee retention rate, 
the goal is by no means total retention (Branham, 2000; Peppitt, 2004). According to Pep-
pitt (2004) total retention would be an equally serious problem as total turnover. The chal-
lenge is to find the balance between retaining the employees who can help achieve the or-
ganizations business objectives and at the same time allowing an employee turnover rate to 
bring new employees with new ideas and perspectives. Branham (2000) states that a certain 
turnover rate is desirable since new employees will contribute with new approaches, abili-
ties and attitudes and thereby prevent the organization from entering a stagnation phase. 
However, Ye (2004) posits that a too high turnover rate can be very costly due to expenses 
associated with hiring and training new employees and in turn, that might lead to reduced 
profits. Therefore, Branham (2000) advices the company to focus on keeping the employ-
ees that matter the most from leaving the organization, i.e. the employees who are the least 
affordable to loose.  

Ye (2004) emphasizes that this is especially true in China where the competition for talent 
is more fierce than anywhere else on the globe. In an article in the Economist (2005) it is 
stated that the attitude of many young Chinese is to join a multinational company, get 
trained by them and then leave after three years for better options. Business Week (2005c) 
discusses headhunting as an additional source of insecurity in the fight to keep special tal-
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ents or people of high demand. A headhunter usually charm the prospect by telling that the 
new employer sets higher value on the person than the present firm ever will. The mone-
tary compensation offered is always higher to entice the person. Headhunting can be a 
great threat for a company since it is often done in secrecy, giving the employer no chance 
to give an counteroffer. One of the most important action to take is to destroy the mys-
tique by openly discussing with your staff and ask everybody to take notes when a head-
hunter is calling.  To find out as much information as possible about the competitor that is 
trying to poach, let the employees earn money for each headhunter call reported to HR. In-
formation about competitor’s salaries, stock options and other benefits can be gained 
through the collection of data. After a few months data collection it might be possible to 
construct organizational charts for the competitors and see if your search partner are vio-
lating their agreements by calling your own employees. 

Based on the discussion concerning the war for talent, it can be argued that one of the 
greatest challenges for managers operating in China is to retain these talented employees 
who the competitors will do almost anything to attract (Peppitt, 2004; Ye, 2004). Peppitt 
(2004) posits that the ability to keep talented employees determines an organizations level 
of success. This is further underlined by the results from a Chinese Hewitt (2005) survey 
were the top priority for CEO’s 2006 is to maintain a highly engaged and motivated work-
force. Acquisition and retention of talent is an important part of that work. Bufe and Mur-
phy (2004) conclude that since the retention of employees is a gradual process, it is essen-
tial to initiate efforts as soon as someone decides to join the company.  

2.3.1 Induction programme   
Employee loyalty is a rarely found in today’s organizations (Stum, 1998) and with fierce 
competition for the talented employees, it is more important than ever for firm’s operating 
in China to actively work on retention (Lim & Pringle, 2005). Ye (2004) propounds that re-
retention, which refers to continuous effort from the company’s side to ensure that the 
employees commit and stay with the firm, is necessary for survival. According to Peppitt 
(2004) the first step to consider in the retention process, is the implementation of an induc-
tion programme. It is a fundamental part of a good retention programme and should be 
initiated each time a new hire joins the company. Most companies operating in China are 
aware of the importance of employee retention, and still limit the new employee induction 
programme to a few days. After that, it is common that no efforts are made to ensure that 
the talent stays with the company (Branham, 2000).  

Peppitt (2004) explains that an induction programme has the purpose of introducing a new 
employee as fast and effectively as possible. This is a great opportunity for the employer to 
welcome an employee and encourage them to identify themselves with the organization. 
The most successful induction programmes are planned in advance for each new employee 
with the basic structure taken from a template, but with the final details being individual-
ized for each position. The benefits of a well-planned induction programme are according 
to Branham (2000) many and might have a substantial influence on the employee retention 
during the first few weeks of the employment. Ye (2004) propounds that the effort to en-
sure that the new employees remain and commit to the organization can shorten the period 
it takes for the employee to become effective, i.e. the breakeven period. It will also lead to 
the employee acquiring a better understanding of the organizations objectives and what the 
expectations are concerning individual contribution to achieve them (Peppitt, 2004). 
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However, as Ye (2004) points out, many companies are experiencing that employee’s leave 
already within the time of their probation period, which indicates a defective retention sys-
tem. The reasons for such fast resignations range from insufficient mentoring and support, 
lack of growth opportunities, to a mismatch between the employees perception of manage-
rial style during the recruitment and the actual managerial style (Peppitt, 2004). Further, 
Lim and Pringle (2005) identify unfulfilled expectations and broken promises as the major 
cause of employees resigning. An employee moving on is something that should be re-
garded as a reaction to an internal situation and therefore it is managerial responsibility to 
react preventively by undertaking retention measurements.  

Ye (2004) propounds that the retention issues emphasize the importance for HR profes-
sionals and managers to initiate a follow up system that examine and evaluate the employee 
commitment with training and support, work environment and growth opportunities. The 
average training expenditure for all industries in China is RMB 3.205 per employee accord-
ing to a Mercer (2005) survey. An observation in the same survey shows on a correlation 
between staff turnover and training, more training gives lower staff turnover. As soon as 
the employee has been identified as a key talent in the organization, it is expected that the 
HR managers strategize how to create a retention programme, which engage and motivate 
the target employees. Lim and Pringle (2005) describe talent management as an ongoing 
process and not just something to revise during performance appraisal or exit interviews. 
Identifying talent is a perpetual search and retaining talent is a perpetual effort.  

2.3.2 Compensation and rewards 
When talking about retention, most people automatically associate it with compensation 
(Branham, 2000). Ye (2004) advocates that compensation plays a crucial role in the compe-
tition for the skilled employees, which makes it an important area of concern for the man-
agement. The minimum requirement is commonly that the salary is set competitive to the 
rest of the market. In order to be competitive, many organizations in China have developed 
extensive monetary reward systems consisting of lucrative salaries, stock options together 
with supplementary benefits, incentives and bonuses. Benefits can include medical insur-
ances, childcare, or access to a car and can be seen as to add to the employee’s status and 
“face” issues. Incentives are usually based on the achievement of individual and/or com-
pany performance objectives in order to foster a feeling of contribution and increase the 
commitment to the company. Ye (2004) emphasizes the essence of that organizations rec-
ognize the importance of timing since bonuses and rewards should be tied to individual 
performance. Lim and Pringle (2005) elaborates that a small token of appreciation in direct 
association to an achievement often provides greater value than a future pay raise of much 
higher monetary value.   

According to Leininger (2004) the dynamic business environment in China obstructs the 
design of an effective and up to date compensation system. Much of the challenge origi-
nates from high salary increases of nearly 7 percent a year in 2003, combined with differen-
tiated salary levels depending on geographical location, industry and business unit. There is 
however indications of that the compensation trends on the Chinese market are starting to 
change. The annual salary increases will level off and the wage differences between loca-
tions and entities will decrease. Additionally, the domestic companies are catching up when 
it comes to attracting and retaining talented employees. To be employed with a foreign 
company might still be prestigious, but domestic companies are increasingly offering com-
petitive salaries and a familiar corporate culture.  
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In a recent study from Watson Wyatt in 2003 point out that in order to retain the talented 
employees, companies have to offer retention programmes which inspire a more profound 
level of commitment than a compensation system can achieve alone (Leininger, 2004). Ac-
cording to Ye (2004) high salaries and other benefits lead to satisfaction rather than moti-
vation and commitment. When a company is providing a competitive remuneration system, 
the focus should therefore be on the motivating factors, i.e. business culture, relationship 
and interaction with managers, performance appraisal systems, and growth opportunities. 
Business Week (2005a) states that the HR function spends too much time and effort on 
benefits, administration and payrolls. All these activities can to a large extent be outsourced 
and a focus should instead be put on how to better amplify the strengths of each employee. 
This can then lead to higher satisfaction and motivation by all employees and in the end in-
crease retention. 

2.3.3 From compensation to commitment 
The importance of an effective compensation system is evident from the discussion above 
but Leininger (2004) adds that it is only one small piece of a successful retention pro-
gramme. Branham (2000) postulates that the core of retention is the endeavor for long-
term commitment which makes it essential to differentiate between a satisfied employee and 
a committed employee. By raising the salary, it is possible to make an employee more satisfied 
and encourage the person to stay longer with the company. However, there is little sustain-
ability in the situation since there will always be a competitor that can offer a higher salary 
(Bufe & Murphy, 2004; Leininger, 2004). As discussed previously, an initial step in the 
process to hire talented employee’s is to provide a competitive remuneration system or as 
Peppitt (2004) posits, “If you want to recruit motivated, loyal employees, then you should pay the ‘stay-
ing rate’ not the ‘going rate’.”  (Peppitt, 2004, p. 113). However, this does not ensure a long-
term commitment. Leininger (2004) argues that due to the competition for talent, the em-
ployees who are solely motivated by money will leave when receiving an offer of higher 
salary while those with a commitment to the organization can be expected to stay. Com-
pensation can be regarded as something that no one will notice until it is absent. A much 
sub standardized compensation system will result in employees leaving the company, but 
having an above average compensation system does not guarantee more committed em-
ployees (Ye, 2004). 

Leininger (2004) states that, continuous research on employee commitment in China has 
made it evident that there exists high correlation between committed employees and the 
success of a company. The studies have indicated that committed employees might lead to 
a 200 percent larger return to shareholders over a period of three years compared to an or-
ganization with non-committed employees. The studies additionally point out that in order 
to retain the talented employees, companies have to offer retention programmes, which in-
spire a more profound level of commitment than a compensation system can achieve 
alone. Business Week (2005a) states that in general, the HR functions spend too much time 
and effort on benefits, administration and payrolls. All these activities can, to a great extent, 
be outsourced and a focus should instead be put on how to better amplify the strengths of 
each employee. Ye (2004) conclude by stating that high salaries and other benefits lead to 
satisfaction rather than motivation and commitment. When a company operating in China 
is providing a competitive remuneration system, the focus should therefore be on the mo-
tivating factors, i.e. business culture, relationship and interaction with managers and co-workers, per-
formance appraisal systems, and growth opportunities.  
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2.3.4 Culture 
Fang (1999) posits that China differs from other markets from several aspects, but one of 
the most evident challenges for foreign firms is related to the fact that China has the 
world’s oldest culture. To conduct business in China cannot be restricted to economic 
transactions, since the sociocultural aspect is equally important and can explain what a 
Western firm might experience as strange business behavior. Ambler and Witzel (2001) 
state that the Chinese culture and its history has given the people mind patterns, values and 
attitudes that many times greatly differ from those which Westerners are familiar with. If a 
foreign firm want to succeed in China, it is therefore of great importance to acquire a 
deeper understanding of the cultural differences. Only then can an organization create a fit 
between staff and business culture which is essential for attaining employee commitment 
(Mathew, Krishnamurti & Sevic, 2005).  

The Chinese culture is firmly rooted in the philosophy of Confucianism which guides how 
to practically and morally handle human relations (Fang, 2005; Wong, Maher, Evans & 
Nicholson, 1998). Confucianism is based on six fundamental values: “moral cultivation, impor-
tance of interpersonal relationships, family orientation, respect for age and hierarchy, avoidance of conflict 
and need for harmony, and concept of face.” (Fang, 1999, p 14). Mathew et.al. (2005) conclude that 
cultural awareness is one of the major critical success factors of doing business in China. 
Therefore, the following passage will outline the main differences between Chinese and 
Western culture and what implications it has on business behavior for Western firms oper-
ating in China.  

Chinese contra Western Style 
A fundamental concept in the Chinese culture is the establishment of guanxi, which refers 
to personal relations and networks (Fang, 2005). According to Mathew et.al. (2005) inter-
personal relationships have historically been considered as a major key to business success 
in China. Fang (2005) reflects that a Chinese will spend a lot of energy and time on devel-
oping a personal relationship with the potential business partner before entering into the 
formal business process. Western companies on the other hand have a contract- or project 
focused business culture, which emphasize the system and society rather than personal re-
lationships. Contrary to the Chinese management style, the Western business culture sepa-
rates between business relationships and private ones, that is, the business process is initi-
ated directly and no effort is made to create a personal relationship. This is a big cultural 
difference and Frazee (1996) identifies the Chinese expectations that any relationship is a 
personal relationship as a major problem for foreign managers.   

Wong, Maher, Evans and Nicholson (1998) propound that guanxi also connects to the 
Chinese cultural value to maintain harmony. In China, the people always avoid open con-
frontation and disagreement since it is considered uncomfortable for both parties. It might 
additionally cause a person to loose face.  According to Fang (2005), the concept of gaining 
or loosing face is connected to dignity and appearance, i.e. the Chinese put great emphasis 
on how they are perceived by others. In the effort to “build” face, the Chinese only wants 
to be associated to the best company, whether it concerns doing business or joining as an 
employee. Therefore, the reputation of a foreign firm can have a great impact on attracting 
talented employees.  

A frequent problem for Western managers connected to the concept of face is that a Chi-
nese yes does not always mean yes and a no not always no (Wong et.al., 1998). This can be 
explained by the Chinese use of an indirect and implicit way to communicate, even in re-
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sponse to a direct question, in the aspiration to avoid confrontation and maintain harmony 
(Fang, 2005; Frazee, 1996). Fang (2005) further elaborates that the Chinese communication 
style can also be characterized as high-context, meaning that the message is often internal-
ized in the person’s behavior or connected to the context. Western communication style on 
the other hand, is considered as direct with the main information being derived from the 
explicit message (Fang, 2005; Shaw, 1998). Further, Fang (2005) points out that there is a 
fundamental difference between the Chinese and the Western meaning of the word sincerity. 
To be sincere in the Chinese culture means to care and help each other, while in the west it 
means honesty and straightforwardness. According to Wong et.al. (1998) most Chinese be-
havior can be traced back to building or giving face since loosing face means discrediting 
one’s social status and business existence. Therefore the Chinese prefer personal commu-
nication, where there is little risk of either of the parties loosing face in front of others 
(Fang, 2005). Mathew et.al. (2005) also discuss the differences concerning formal-
ity/informality. In China, there is a great emphasis on age, hierarchy and status. This can be 
traced back to the deeply rooted belief that people are different from the day they are born. 
The Western style however, in particular Swedish, considers everyone as equals (Fang, 
2005). Lawrence and Edwards (2000) characterizes this lack of differentiation as egalitarian-
ism, which is illustrated by the low value of individualism. Egalitarianism decrease the so-
cial distance between employees and management through a flat organizational structure. 
This in turn, has a positive influence on communication and collaboration, which often re-
sults in what is perceived as a relaxed and pleasant work environment.  

Even though the cultural differences many times causes challenges, Fang (2005) advocates 
that there has been an evident trend of increased cultural awareness from both sides. This 
has resulted in foreign companies being more integrated with Chinese people as Western 
culture increasingly becomes a part of the new Chinese culture and society. Today the Chi-
nese culture can be seen as a unique and dynamic ensemble of the different cultural group-
ings existing within the country, integrating the Chinese traditional culture with both West-
ern and Chinese corporate culture. An example of this the success of IKEA in China, 
where the company has used the strong corporate identity to bridge the cultural differences 
despite the large differences between IKEA’s corporate culture and Chinese culture. There-
fore, it can be concluded that IKEA is contributing to the cultural changes that are going 
on in China. 

2.3.5 Work Relations 
As discussed previously, it is essential for an organization to create a fit between employee 
and corporate culture to attain commitment (Mathew et.al., 2005). Bufe and Murphy (2004) 
argue that since the employee is to become gradually integrated into the culture, the initial 
step is to engage all levels of the company. For the initiative to be successful, Peppitt 
(2004) points out that it needs to involve everyone ranging from partners to line managers. 
According to Branham (2000), a study has shown that as much as 50 percent of an average 
employee’s commitment to the job depends on the relationship with their direct manager. 
Therefore, it is essential that the line managers participate and cooperate with the HR man-
agers concerning employee retention. Two very well recognized HR factors for successful 
integration is buddy system and mentoring (Bufe & Murphy, 2004). 

Buddying is a method, which Peppitt (2004) identifies as a partner process that introduces 
the organizations culture, values and working practices. The new employee is partnered 
with an existing and more experienced employee who can relate to and understand the op-
erational difficulties and questions that are associated with starting a new job. Bufe and 
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Murphy (2004) argues that the budding can have a positive influence on the retention since 
it offers a new employee the security of having someone to rely on during the first stressful 
days working in a new organization. This might also be the start of friendships or work re-
lations that encourage long-term commitment.  

A mentor on the other hand is described as a person for the new employee to turn to for 
advice and guidance when there is a need for it (Bufe & Murphy, 2004). Peppitt (2004) 
clarifies that mentoring has many similarities with budding, but that there are some major 
differences. The mentoring relationship tends to stretch over a longer period of time and 
the nature of the advice provided is strategic rather than operational. When conducted in 
an effective manner, the mentoring method can make up an essential part of the infrastruc-
ture required to achieve employee commitment. Ye (2004) propounds that mentoring sys-
tems make sure that the employees can increase their performance by the availability of an 
extensive network of support and coaching. The relationship with managers has been iden-
tified as playing a key role in retaining and motivating the employees and a frequent reason 
for employees to move on to another job is the lack of appreciation from superiors.  

2.3.6 Performance Appraisal System 
A performance appraisal system is an opportunity for the employer to conduct a construc-
tive two-way discussion concerning future improvements, from both the employee- and 
employer aspect (Peppitt, 2004). According to Branham (2000), performance appraisal also 
demonstrates appreciation and encourages identification of development needs, which are 
in line with the organizational objectives. Peppitt (2004) propounds that most organizations 
set business objectives and that the effort and performance of the employees decide 
whether the goals are achieved or not. The perception of how well an employee is contrib-
uting to reach the organizational objectives many times differ between employee and em-
ployer. Herrera (2002) agrees that there often is a discrepancy and further adds that if the 
perceptions differ too much, it might lead to the employee resigning. Therefore, Peppitt 
(2004) emphasizes the importance of consistency and appraisal which leads to that the sys-
tem is perceived as equal and just. It also improves and extends the relationship between 
the employee and the manager.  

According to Parus (2002), a performance appraisal system can be motivational and pro-
vide a sense of self-worth to the employee’s through either formal or informal recognition. 
The informal approach can be to spontaneously commend a job well done while formal 
practices are structured and pre-established. The latter one can be to provide feedback to 
the employee’s on a regular basis. Branham (2000) reflects that by having regular meetings 
with the employees, there is an opportunity to discuss the achievements in relation to the 
individual objectives as well as the business objectives. Parus (2002) elaborates that since 
the behavior and accomplishments associated to appraisal will be copied, it is important for 
an organization to consider what the most important objectives are. Peppitt (2004) identi-
fies the two major benefits of a performance appraisal system as; ensurance e of a commit-
ted workforce and indications of how the employee is performing. Through continuous 
evaluation, it also possible for the employer to indirectly identify the employees need for 
further training and education.  

2.3.7 Growth opportunities 
The importance of providing continuous development and learning opportunities is widely 
recognized (Bufe & Murphy, 2004; Peppitt, 2004; Sujanksy, 2004; Ye, 2004) and according 
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to a recent article in the Economist (2005) it is evident that it really does decrease the  em-
ployee turnover. Sujanksy (2004) argues that the employer needs to offer various educa-
tional possibilities such as external courses, online learning and internal knowledge sharing 
through mentoring to keep the employee’s interested. The aspiration to grow within the 
company will be enhanced if the employee’s feel that they receive transferable skills 
through the organization. 

One way to illustrate individual progress and create employee commitment is to construct 
an individual career development plan based on a framework of competency (Lim & 
Pringle, 2005; Ye, 2004). Peppitt (2004) describes a personal development plan as a docu-
ment that visualizes how each individual performance contributes to the development of 
the whole organization. It is an effective method to get the most out of employee training 
and education since it clearly shows the individual needs and aspirations over different 
time-spans. For retention purposes, it is important to follow the path and it can boost 
those employees who demonstrate high potential to move faster along the career ladder 
(Lim & Pringle, 2005). Bufe and Murphy (2004) point out that formal career planning can 
be a great advantage when creating a common platform for employee and company vi-
sions. For most employees it is important to encounter challenges that directly effects the 
total company performance (Sujanksy, 2004) since that indicates the organization is confi-
dent of the employee’s potential (Bufe & Murphy, 2004). 

A further option for providing growth opportunities is according to Ye (2004) to introduce 
a job rotation system where the employees get the opportunity to work in another business 
unit, another city or even another country. As a result, the employees develop the compe-
tencies and talent that they need to advance in position. The revisit of competencies pro-
vides the employee with a perpetual sense of self-esteem and it will additionally boost the 
individual learning curve (Lim & Pringle, 2005).    

2.4 Why employees leave 
If keeping the talented employees is the major challenge for managers in China today, then 
the focus of attention should be on the reasons for leaving (Leininger, 2004). Peppitt 
(2004) emphasize the importance of understanding the exact reasons to why the employees 
choose to resign. It is only when understanding the underlying causes for employees to 
leave that an organization can take control of the staff turnover rate. According to Bran-
ham (2000), the most common reasons for why well performing employees leave is lack of 
clear link between pay and performance, lack of growth or career opportunities, lack of ap-
preciation of the work effort and the employee having unrealistic expectations on the job. 
Leininger (2004) points out those different surveys throughout the years have listed differ-
ent reasons for employees to leave, with compensation not usually highest on the list. 
However, in China there is a greater emphasis on compensation, which makes it crucial for 
companies operating in the country to apply clear compensation systems and to keep up to 
date on compensation trends in the overall Chinese market. A recent study by Hudson 
(2005) identifies the overall most significant reason for high employee turnover rate across 
all sectors in China to be limitations concerning career progression. As illustrated in Figure 
2.4.1.1, poaching, personal reasons and dissatisfaction with the monetary compensation are 
other reasons of high significance. The personal reasons for leaving a company can be an 
attempt from the employee to conceal other reasons, such as problems with supervisors or 
difficult working relationships or conditions.  
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Figure 2.4.1.1:  Reasons for staff turnover from October 2004 to October 2005 (Hudson, 2005). 

However, Leininger (2004) points out that it is important to understand the company spe-
cific reasons for people to resign. Only then is it possible for an organization to take con-
trol over the employee turnover. Peppitts (2004) advice on how to make it manageable is 
for the firm to conduct exit interviews since it enables the organization to collect individual 
data concerning the exact reasons why a person has decided to leave. 

2.4.1 Exit Interviews 
Peppitt (2004) explains that the exit interview is a method to identify the internal reasons 
for employees to leave the organization and the design of an exit interview should facilitate 
the employer’s identification of true reasons behind the resignation. An exit interview is 
however not intended as a persuasion of the employee to stay. It is rather a process to es-
tablish whether there is an underlying problem, which the organization needs to address in 
order to improve employee retention. When several employee’s leave the same reasons for 
resigning, there is an opportunity for the organization to anticipate the retention related is-
sues. By acting proactively, the company might be able to lower their employee turnover 
rate.  

According to an article in News Week (2005b) there are some common traits for the mul-
tinational companies doing better than others do regarding recruiting and retaining staff. 
Firstly, they all customize their own HR solutions with little help from the outside, as they 
have understood that no universal solution will make them best in the industry. Secondly, 
they make sure to put good people in HR along with focus on their best performers. Last, 
but not least, a considerable effort is made when a key performer leaves to investigate why 
and how this can be prevented in the future. All managers shall be informed and involved 
in the process and a good solution is to have an alert on the intranet or a standardized e-
mail procedure. The incident is treated with the same seriousness as when a costly technical 
mistake is done. However, Peppitt (2004) points out that it is also important to not put too 
much emphasis on the reasons for leaving of one single employee. To not get mislead by 
personal circumstances, there needs to be a clear trend emerging based on a substantial 
number of exit interviews. Mitchell et.al. (2001) mention that by having external consult-
ants conducting the exit interviews one to three months after departure, it is less likely that 
the reasons given are defensive or protecting co-workers who stay. 
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2.5 Chinese Employment Trends 

2.5.1 Employment Expectations & Demand 
Permanent employment expectations are the highest ever for the 4th quarter of 2005 ac-
cording to a Hudson (2005) survey with over 720 executives surveyed. According to figure 
2.5.1.1 below, Sixty-eight percent of the companies are forecasting an increase in head-
count, which makes China the busiest labor market in Asia.  

 
Figure 2.5.1.1: Permanent hiring expectations over time in China (Hudson, 2005). 

 

The pie chart in figure 2.5.1.2 demonstrates that there are different expectations depending 
on job category with sales professionals being the group of highest demand (Hudson, 
2005). Hewitt (2005) has surveyed 1200 companies and have also found sales professionals 
at the top of demand, with general leadership ability independent of industry was ranked 
highest. Specialist technical skills, marketing, and project management are other areas that 
scored high in demand. The less wanted areas are in IT & e-business and accounting, 
which indicate that the results match the Hudson (2005) survey.  
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Figure 2.5.1.2: Demand for different jobs (Hudson, 2005). 

2.5.2 Employee Turnover 
The staff turnover is high in all industries due to a candidate-short market (Hewitt, 2005; 
Hudson, 2005; Mercer, 2005a; Watson Wyatt, 2005). As illustrated in figure 2.5.1.3, the 
highest staff turnover is in the manufacturing sector were 94% of the companies participat-
ing in the survey had experienced staff turnover the last 12 months (Hudson, 2005).  

 

 

Figure 2.5.1.3: Staff turnover by industry from October 2004 to October 2005 (Hudson, 2005). 

As seen in figure 2.5.1.4, most of the examined industries are experiencing a high staff 
turnover. The rates are high with 67% of the participating companies having lost more 
than 5% of their employees the last year and 32% of them lost more then 10% (Hudson, 
2005). The overall turnover rate is the highest in the last 5 years with an average of 14.0 % 
compared with 8.3% in 2001 (Hewitt, 2005).  There is a difference between manufacturing 
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and non-manufacturing firms located in Shanghai. Professionals, supervisors and middle 
management have the highest turnover rate of around 16% in manufacturing companies. 
The non-manufacturing companies have the highest level of approximately 17% turnover 
rate among general staff and professionals. The overall staff turnover rate in Shanghai is 
14.6% for 2005, which makes it higher then the average Chinese turnover. Sales personal 
has the turnover rate with almost 19%, followed by marketing with just over 17%, HR 
16.8%, finance 15.5% and R&D 14.5% (Hewitt, 2005). According to a Hewitt (2005) sur-
vey compensation payment for work done was reported as the biggest influence on em-
ployee loyalty for the first time since the survey started. The organizational structure of a 
company came second closely followed by career opportunities.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.5.1.3:  Average staff turnover rate in China by industry from October 2004 to October 2005 
(Hudson, 2005). 
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3 Method 
The Method chapter depicts the procedure of the research process by firstly defining the choice of research 
approach and method. After that, the discussion concerns how to find the best approach to acquire the de-
sired information by choice of research objects. Finally, the chapter provides a description of how the gathered 
information is analyzed and interpreted to ensure the quality of the research. 

3.1 Research Approach 
The initial decision to be made when conducting academic research is whether to apply a 
qualitative or quantitative method (Berg, 2001). This decision should according to Maxwell 
(1996) be based on the compatibility between research approach and purpose of the study. 
The two research approaches build on different features but are by no means each others 
opposites (Mason, 2002). A quantitative study aims at answering what questions by measur-
ing for example frequency or amounts (Berg, 2001) which is then analyzed statistically to 
make generalizations from the sample and make it representable for the whole population 
(Maxwell, 1996).          

A qualitative research method on the other hand describes and explores how a social phe-
nomena is interpreted, experienced or constituted in a specific context and can be defined 
as a diverse set of techniques and philosophies originating from a wide array of disciplinary 
traditions (Mason, 2002). The qualitative method aims at answering what Berg (2001) labels 
as why- and how questions. Mason (2002) posits that qualitative research has the ability to 
link a certain context to explanations and thereby present very well founded cross-
contextual generalities. Mariampolski (2001) explains further that a qualitative approach 
create an in-depth understanding of the meaning and motivation behind a context specific 
behavior or process. 

To fulfill the purpose in the best way possible, this thesis will apply a qualitative research 
approach. Since the research involves investigating a phenomenon in a specific context, i.e. 
the Chinese market, a qualitative study was found to be the most suitable way to approach 
the research questions. A qualitative study enables that the relevant information is gathered 
in a flexible and context sensitive way (Mason, 2002). The qualitative method enables the 
researchers to create a better understanding of the underlying causes for the foreign com-
panies’ behavior when addressing the challenge of staff recruitment and retention in China. 
This will, according Holme and Solvang (1991), enable the researcher to acquire a rich in-
depth understanding of the research topic.       

3.2 Case Study 
The aim of this study is to answer questions of why and how concerning the chosen area of 
research. Cassell and Symon (2004) state that a widely used strategy to answer these ques-
tions is through conducting research in form of a case study. According to Berg (2001), a 
case study that answers the how and why questions are to be considered as descriptive. A ma-
jor advantage of a case study is that it is applicable to many levels of analysis, ranging from 
individual to entire communities. The choice to use case study to fulfill the purpose of the 
thesis is based on Cassell and Symon’s (2004) statement that a case study is efficient when 
it comes to investigating how a phenomena influences and is being influenced by its con-
text. Since the purpose of this thesis is to investigate foreign companies’ recruitment and 
retention in China, a case study was found to be the most suitable method to collect the 
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desired information. Case studies can additionally explain a complex behavior that can only 
be fully understood in a wider context (Cassell & Symon, 2004).  

Cassell & Symon (2004) propound that the process of building case study theory, the theo-
retical framework often needs to be expanded as the researchers systematically examines 
the information. The initial research design commonly consists of fundamental theory or a 
simple framework in order to equip the researcher with a comprehensive understanding of 
the research topic. The plausibility of the study relies on a flexible research design.  

To fulfill the purpose of this study, it will build on multiple research objects within the 
same case study. The information gathered can then be used to draw parallels and make 
distinctions between them. According to Mariampolski (2001), several research targets 
eables the researcher to make connections and identify discrepancies between the different 
objects. This is supported by Stake (1995) who discusses that certain answers or activities 
will reappear and thereby enable the researcher to make some context specific generaliza-
tions. These are then modified and developed as the case study proceeds. Berg (2001) how-
ever argues that the research objects are not of primary importance since they are only used 
to create a better understanding of the theoretical research questions by connecting them 
to the relevant context. The organizations as such are only valuable for finding commonal-
ities, which can be representable for the context specific field of studies.  Therefore, it can 
be said that the companies used in this thesis serve the purpose of facilitating the research-
ers understanding of the situation, which foreign companies face when dealing with em-
ployee recruitment and retention on the Chinese market. 

3.2.1 Selection of Research Objects 
The first decision to be made in a case study is selecting the appropriate research targets 
(Cassell & Symon, 2004). To select the best source of information, a method which 
Maxewll (1996) refers to as purposeful sampling method was applied. This means that the 
companies were selected intentionally based on the researchers’ personal view of who can 
provide the most relevant and important information in relation to the phenomena studied. 
Maxwell (1996) further explains that the researcher should identify research objects that are 
to be considered as representative, unique or typical. The choice of research targets is par-
ticularly crucial in multiple design since it aims at making generalizations concerning a con-
text specific situation (Cassell & Symon, 2004). The objects chosen for this thesis empirical 
investigation are; ABB Engineering, Assa Abloy, EASTWEI Relations, Ford Motor Com-
pany, Habia Cable, IKEA, Sandvik, Thule, Company Alfa, Company Beta and 
MANPOWER. Due to that the companies are operating in different industries and vary in 
size, the study is able to deliver a comprehensive analysis of the situation, which foreign 
companies face when addressing recruitment and retention in China. The variation in size 
between the companies makes the sample group wider and applicable for a broader set of 
companies. MANPOWER was chosen supported by the fact that it is a firm which special-
izes in recruitment and could thereby offer a different perspective, the other side of the 
story so to say. In the endeavor to add one further dimension to the study, the researchers 
assessed that the expertise view would provide an authentic description of the issues con-
nected to recruitment and retention. The firms will be presented in more detail under the 
empirical findings. Generally, the choice of objects to study is based on the criterion that 
they are all Western companies operating in the Chinese market. Thereby they encounter 
the phenomena studied in this thesis and it places them in a relevant context. By choosing 
firms with similar corporate culture and management styles, the study aims at capturing re-
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search objects which can be assumed to experience the same, or at least similar, contextual 
circumstances.     

During the selection process, the researchers also have to make a decision concerning how 
many research objects to include in the case study. Stake (1995) argues that the main pur-
pose is to get the maximum learning-experience, but that it is difficult to defend that a few 
objects should be considered as representative. According to Carson, Gilmore, Perry and 
Gronhaug (2001) there is no optimal number of objects to include since it depends on the 
time and resources available for each study. There is however a broad framework which 
states that as a rule of thumb, a minimum of two research objects and a maximum of fif-
teen can be used. The choice of gathering empirical material from eleven different compa-
nies is motivated by that the research aims at providing enough information to be consid-
ered as representative for the contextual situation studied.      

3.2.2 Information Gathering 
The information for a case study can be gathered by using secondary or primary informa-
tion (Berg, 2001). Olsson and Sörensen (2001) state that secondary information refers to 
published material, which is often gathered for another purpose than the specific study. 
Primary information on the other hand is collected for research specific purposes and ac-
cording to Berg (2001), it can best be gathered through observations and/or interviews. 
Merriam (2002) however point out that the choice of method for gathering the information 
should foremost be based on where the most valuable information can be retrieved. 

This thesis will be based on primary data, which, as previously discussed, is collected by 
conducting face-to-face interviews with eleven different companies who daily encounter 
the phenomenon studied. The thesis takes on an employer perspective so the people ap-
proached for interviews are all holding high positions such as president, general managers 
and HR manager. The initial contact was made with a general manager who then carefully 
assessed which person would best be able to answer the questions. To substantiate the re-
search, the empirical findings were matched and compared with secondary information. 
This is presented in the frame of reference and consists of relevant and up-to-date theory 
together with reports published from the world-leading consulting firms Hewitt, Hudson, 
Watson Wyatt and Mercer.  

Seale, Gobo, Gubrium and Silverman (2004) emphasize the importance of reflexivity when 
conducting fieldwork and gathering information. Through constant development and exer-
cise of the reflexive skills, the researcher can increase the study’s trustworthiness and make 
it liable for its claims. Mason (2002) further explains that it is up to the researcher to simul-
taneously be critical and analytical during the entire research process. The contextual situa-
tion is likely to change as the study proceeds and since the aim is to discuss and explain the 
phenomena rather than describing it, it requires active reflexivity from the researcher. This 
is especially important in the context of cross-cultural communication. Seale et al. (2004) 
posit that the knowledge produced through qualitative studies can only be accurate and 
fully understood if the researcher realize and acknowledge that it is created based on per-
ceptions. Since the research will never be totally objective, it is essential that the researcher 
attempt to understand the subjectivities through which the knowledge is created. This can 
best be done through awareness of that personal experience, knowledge and opinions in-
fluence the interpretation of the information retrieved. In this study, the researchers have 
throughout the entire research process exercised reflexivity by respecting the subjectivities 
involved through constant and methodical processing of the information gathered. 
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3.2.2.1 Interviews 
Silverman (1997) states that interviewing is an approach, which is frequently used to gather 
empirical material in qualitative studies. Berg (2001) posits that the main purpose of a quali-
tative research interview is to collect the information needed to conduct a valuable analysis. 
An interview equips a researcher with a better understanding of reality (Wengraf, 2001) 
since descriptions of the studied phenomena is presented from the interviewee perspective, 
i.e. with respect to interpretation the researcher has access to peoples experience (Cassell & 
Symon, 2004; Seale et al., 2004).                      

There are different interview methods for a researcher to consider and the three main ty-
pologies are identified by Berg (2001) as highly structured, semi-strucured and unstructred. Cassell 
and Symon (2004) however argue that a qualitative research interview should always be 
semi-structured or relatively unstructured. Maxwell (1996) elaborates on this by stating that 
a low degree of structure and standardization allows the researcher to be flexible and 
thereby get the most out of the interview. Cassell and Symon (2004) propound that the re-
searcher should prepare before the interview by constructing an interview guide, which can 
be used as a reminder or indicator of the topics to be covered. The interview should how-
ever not be conducted with the researcher following a formal schedule with questions to be 
asked in a pre-set order. According to Wengraf (2001), the success or failure of qualitative 
interviewing relies on the researchers’ ability to be flexible. 

In view with Cassell and Symon (2004) and Maxwell (1996) the interviews were conducted 
in a semi-structured from, using an interview guide (see appendix 1). The interview guide 
has been designed with the frame of reference in mind and has continuously been adjusted 
as the interviews proceeded. This is supported by Cassell and Symon (2004) who advocate 
that the adjustments and refinements of the interview guide continues throughout the en-
tire research process until the last interview has been conducted. The interviews were in-
troduced with general questions about the company and the operation at the local site. To 
further drive the conversation forwards and get comparable answers the interview was 
structured around 30 questions that span across all areas of interest for the research. If in-
teresting information came forward during the interview the respondent was asked to ex-
pound on those issues. Because of this, the interviews might differ in depth in particular 
areas.  

While conducting the interviews, the researchers used a MP3 player. Stake (1995) argues 
that audio taping is a valuable tool for capturing the exact words used under an interview 
and thereby decrease the risk of loosing out on relevant information. It also facilitates the 
flexibility and reflexivity of the researcher since it eases the pressure of capturing a great 
deal of information during a short time. The researchers are aware of the risk discussed by 
Wengraf (2001) that recording during the interview might impede the interviewee and 
cause a distraction. However, by asking for permission and explaining that the MP3 player 
solely was used for administrative purposes, the researchers assessed that the disadvantages 
were minimized and outweighed by the advantages. The next step of the research process 
is to take the empirical material gathered and analyze it by linking the information to the 
frame of reference. 

3.3 Analysis and Interpretation 
When conducting a qualitative study, Stake (1995) argues that the researchers analysis aim 
at locating patterns and consistencies of both expected and unexpected connections. There 
is a two-step approach on how to create new meaning to the case investigated; first, the ob-
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servations and impressions are scrutinized and interpreted individually and then related to 
each other by drawing parallels and creating patterns. This is a process, which takes place 
through continuous analysis as the information is gathered. There is no clear boundary be-
tween when gathering information transcends into analyzing since analysis aims at creating 
meaning to both first impressions and final picture (Merriam, 2002).  

Seale et al. (2004) reflect that since the situational context is changing as the study pro-
ceeds, it is very important for the researchers to be responsive and alert. By relating to pre-
vious experience, it is possible for the researcher to redirect how to best gather the desired 
information and follow up on emerging issues. When called for, the researcher should not 
be afraid to modify or replace the initial research questions during the study (Stake, 1995). 
The interviews for the thesis have been conducted during several months time, posing a 
challenge concerning evaluation of the empirical findings. The knowledge gained during 
this time has to some extent resulted in more focused interviews towards the end of the 
study. Stake (1995) further points out that flexibility is an important aspect since it sifts out 
the relevant information and prevent the researchers from getting sidetracked. It is evi-
dently impossible for a study to cover all aspects, so the most time should be spent on the 
key information.          

A qualitative study can be described as creating knowledge based on interpretations since 
the primary source of information is people’s perceptions, understandings and interpreta-
tions (Mason, 2002; Stake, 1995).  Stake (1995) continues to explain that when a researcher 
enters the field to study a phenomenon in a certain setting, it is likely that the interpretation 
of the researcher takes over more than the interpretations of the research objects. As dis-
cussed previously, the aim of all research is to identify consistencies to enable the creation 
of patterns. Therefore, it is essential for the researcher to try to disrupt preconceptions by 
keeping multiple views of what is happening and to be reflexive (Seale et al., 2004). To e-
valuate the information gathered reflectively, the empirical material of the study was con-
tinuously analyzed and composite. This enabled the researchers to process the extensive 
amount of information gathered during the empirical study and still ensure that the re-
search maintained a certain quality level. The issue of ensuring that the research is of good 
quality is discussed further in the following part. 

3.4    Research Quality 
Quality is an important aspect of qualitative research, however the commonly used crite-
ria’s of validity, reliability and objectivity does not encapsulate the wide array of aspects re-
quired for the ensurance of quality (Seale et al., 2004). Denzin and Lincoln (2000) argue 
that the qualitative researcher can better assess research quality by considering the degree 
of trustworthiness, which includes credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability. 

Denzin and Lincoln (2000) explain that the information gathered trough a qualitative study 
is based on the research objects perceptions and interpretations of a certain phenomena. 
Credibility concerns to which extent the researcher has been able to capture the true picture 
communicated during the interview, or if it has been colored by personal experiences. The 
best way for a researcher to ensure the credibility of a study is to look at the information 
from the perspective of the research object. As discussed previously this is achieved 
through constant development and exercise of the researchers’ reflexive skills (Seale et al., 
2004). Reflexivity refers to the researcher recognizing the self-involvement as an active par-
ticipant of the process. According to Mason (2002), reflexivity assures the best possible 
quality of research. Connected to the need for reflexivity is also the term dependability. Ac-
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cording to Denzin and Lincoln (2000) it is an evaluation of how well the researcher is able 
to explain the context specific situations and how the research is affected by it. 

Transferability refers to the extent to which the research results can be generalized and con-
sidered as applicable in other environments and contexts (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000). Mason 
(2002) points out that by providing a detailed description of the context where the study 
was conducted and the assumptions made, it is possible for the researcher to increase the 
transferability. To further strengthen the trustworthiness, Denzin and Lincoln (2000) men-
tion the conformability of a study. Here the quality of the research is evaluated by to which 
extent the study has used external sources as confirmation of the results.    

Stake (1995) propounds that the study’s degree of trustworthiness foremost depends on 
the discipline of the researcher when gathering the information. It is the researchers’ ethical 
responsibility to avoid misinterpretation and misunderstanding by considering the above-
mentioned concepts. To ensure the research quality it is essential to keep precise protocols 
of the information, which the new knowledge is based on. Further, these protocols can 
prevent that the study loose out on accuracy and credibility by being dependent on intui-
tion and recollection of the researcher. The method to use protocols and strengthen a 
study by several sources is referred to as triangulation. Triangulation can be seen as the 
validation of quality and it indicates the precision and correctness of a study (Merriam, 
2002; Seale et al., 2004). The research quality and trustworthiness of this thesis is ensured 
by the fact that multiple sources are being used to analyze the studied phenomena. The in-
formation is primarily gathered through interviews with several organizations who are op-
erating in the right context. To further strengthen the findings, the interviews were tran-
scribed and analyzed individually. As a next step, the researchers compiled the different in-
terviews and identified parallels, which were connected into patterns by applying the theo-
retical framework. Finally, the results of the study were assessed through comparison with 
reports concerning staff recruitment and retention in China, published by world leading 
consultant firms. 

3.4.1 Reflections 
The choices we have made with the given method and the impact of these choices may not 
always be clear to the reader. In this section we will further elaborate on the ideas and con-
cerns that we have encountered when deciding upon the method.  

We are aware of the differences in size and industry between the participating companies. 
The reason being is that we believe the width provides a better standpoint for making gen-
eralizing assumptions that also can be used by other companies interested in the Chinese 
market. We also believe that the difference in size won’t affect the outcome concerning 
successful concepts since all companies are facing the same market conditions. The indus-
try might affect the outcome more, but then again it will provide useful information to 
what extent assumptions can be made regarding industry vs. overall market conditions. 

The interviewed companies presented with their name might have an interest in telling a 
success story rather then pushing the less successful aspects of their HR operations. An 
idea to avoid the interest would be to make all companies anonymous. The reason we 
chose to stick with the identity of the companies is because we think it gives more joy and 
makes the reading more interesting. It is our belief that the participating companies are 
professional and therefore present correct information. In either way they present their 
view, and that can not be avoided.   
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An assumption has been made about the culture and management style of the participating 
companies, described as “Western”. The Western style is broad and can be many different 
things. The most important is to understand that there are differences between the inter-
viewed companies, but when compared to Chinese culture and management these differ-
ences are minor and the way “Western” is used it is our belief that it wont affect the result 
of the thesis. Rather then comparing “Western” companies with each other it is used to 
point out differences between Chinese culture and management style compared to the in-
terviewed companies. 
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4 Empirical Findings 
This chapter presents the empirical findings collected during the interviews with eleven foreign companies 
operating in China. To provide an accessible overview of the companies participating in the study, a table 
containing basic facts offers a brief introduction. After that, the findings from each company are presented 
through a comprehensive presentation of the assembled material.  

Due to the share number of all interviewed companies, the following table will represent an 
outline to basic data. This will help when comparing the companies.  

 

Company Country Location  Employees 
(totally) 

Compensation and benefits Employee turnover rate 

ABB Engineering  Sweden Shanghai + 100,000 Average Below 

Company Beta, 
Shanghai Rep. Office Holland Shanghai 62,000 Competitive Below 

Assa Abloy Sweden Shanghai 30,000 Competitive Below 

EASTWEI Relations Sweden/C
hina Shanghai 60 Competitive Below 

Company Alpha Sweden Shanghai + 100,000 Competitive Below 

Ford  U.S Shanghai + 100,000 Competitive Below 

Habia Cable Sweden Changzhou 370 Competitive/Average Below 

IKEA Sweden Shanghai 90,000 Average Below 

Thule Sweden Qingpu 2100 Competitive Below/Average 

Sandvik Process 
Systems Sweden Shanghai 38,000 Competitive Below/Average 

Manpower U.S Shanghai - - - 

 

Figure 4.1: Outline of interviewed companies. 
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4.1 ABB Engineering, Shanghai 
ABB is Swedish company operating in more then 100 countries and employ approximately 
103.000 people worldwide. The company is a leader in power and automation technologies 
that enable utility and industry customers to improve performance while lowering envi-
ronmental impact. Responsibility, respect and determination are main traits guiding ABB 
culture (ABB, 2005). An interview was conducted with Sami Ilkka, Project Director at ABB 
Engineering in Shanghai. 

4.1.1 People Needed 
The operations in Shanghai involve manufacturing and engineering. The engineering part 
has several responsibilities including Purchase, R&D and Construction. The manufacturing 
function is a smaller part of the operation and has relatively few obstacles concerning re-
cruiting and retaining staff. The engineering operation is facing the main difficulties as the 
ambition and goal is to run the operations exclusively on local staff as soon as possible. 
Replacing expatriates with local staff is done with a greater effort then the competitors ac-
cording to the understanding of Sami Ilkka (Personal Communication, 2005-11-16).  

The recruitment situation is tuff for ABB. 250 employees are working in the same office as 
Sami Ilkka, and the plan for next year is to hire 200 more. A similar level of growth has 
been accomplished the last two years and Sami Ilkka believes this can be done once again, 
but not without a great effort. The interest to work for ABB is great in Shanghai, there are 
however few people with experience. This situation has created a young organization with a 
large share of staff with limited working experience, resulting in extensive education of the 
people joining the company.  

4.1.2 Attract and Select 
People of interest for the company have good English skills, a technical education and fa-
vorably experience from a western company. The good reputation along with state of the 
art hi-tech products is the main reason for applicants choosing ABB. Another attraction is 
working with foreigners and the possibilities to travel. ABB is growing fast in China and 
many of the employees are challenged to the very limit of their capabilities. Few are how-
ever failing even though they are more or less instantly assigned responsibility without ex-
tensive introduction. To support ABB offers a lot of attention to the employee through 
education and training.  

Finding leadership talents for future top management positions is hard. Every manager has 
a plan that involves finding and training two or three prospects. Leadership talent is some-
thing that does not come natural in China, which makes it hard to almost impossible find-
ing enough high caliber leadership talents to secure future growth.  

All people joining ABB for project leading roles in China and the rest of the world receive 
relevant education to handle their work. The difference is the length that depends on ear-
lier experience. Additionally to the standard education, Sami Ilkka spends a great deal of 
time transforming engineers to project leaders, something that is done with every single 
employee due to their former lack of experience. A summation of the situation is that there 
is a greater need for education, many things that are taken for granted in Sweden needs to 
be taught in China. An example is customer service; something that does not come natural 
for most Chinese. Basic things like be how hard or soft one can approach a customer needs 
to be taught. 
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4.1.3 Compensation & Benefits 
To attract and retain staff industry average salary and benefits are offered along with good 
growth possibilities. Personal development is often equivalent to growth potential for many 
of the employees and not self-realization that would be the most common view in the 
Western world. A reflection is the importance of titles. For some people it is more impor-
tant with an impressive title then actual work satisfaction and monetary rewards. Surpris-
ingly many can trade some of the compensation for a better sounding title.  

Bonus for the employees is a combination of individual performance and the overall met 
targets for the company. The individual performance is evaluated from targets set up dur-
ing development talks. Extraordinary achievements are sometimes rewarded by money, 
usually announced during a dinner or similar event.  

4.1.4 Retention Concerns 
Openness is another area that differs and is heavily promoted at the ABB Engineering of-
fice. Chinese staff prefers to show the good results, sweeping the bad under the rug. Sami 
Ilkka explains that the greatest challenge is to change the basic mindset of people, in order 
for them to fit into a western organization. 

Patience and endurance are further pointed out by Sami Ilkka as important traits for expa-
triate managers in China when progress often take two steps forward and one backward. 
Many discussions are held at management level concerning how far the operations shall 
adapt to a western culture. There is no one right answer how to handle the culture, but a 
shared idea is to pick the best parts of respective culture. Confronting and questioning a 
person in front of group needs a more sensitive approach in China to avoid “loose face”.  

The quest and expectations to enjoy nice titles fast, is common in China. The flat organiza-
tions of many western companies do not support that. Many new employees have high ex-
pectations of fast growth and nice titles. Sami Ilkka are clearly telling the people early on in 
the recruitment phase not to raise there exactions to high. Many of the employees feels that 
they need to be important in the eyes of others, competition with co-workers is avoided if 
possible and many wants to change group if feeling less productive and bright then the 
closest colleges.  

Sami Ilkka explains that ABB gets credit for their nice facilities and many social activities 
and an understanding is that this is a way to retain people. Activities to create a pleasant 
environment and make people thrive are the company bus service that gets people to and 
from work every day, several annual dinners, cakes on birthdays and an annual trip with all 
the employees. Last year ABB chartered a jet to visit colleges in another part of China, a 
highly appreciated activity. More social and recreational activities are held then in Sweden.  

Development talks are held as a rule at least once a year at ABB, Sami Ilkka hold talks 
twice a year. The HR work is very structured with a central database for planning and fol-
low-up. The good people are to be kept within ABB. Changing between different parts of 
ABB is therefore not a problem. If an employee feels to less challenge and are of interest to 
keep, a change to another department or part of the business is arranged. This is great 
strength with ABB according to Sami Ilkka.  
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4.1.5 Those who leave 
Attempts to poach staff are common and key personal at ABB receives frequent phone 
calls from headhunters with offers of higher salaries, better positions and titles. People re-
ceiving the calls speak openly about it. Loosing key staff is not a problem for ABB, but 
they have to work hard to keep up with competition. The staff turnover ratio is below to 
well below the industry average. The most common reason for leaving is a better position 
and higher salary. It is still very common that an employee receives twice the pay when 
switching company. One reason can be the large salary gap between expatriates and locally 
hired. If the poached person can be used instead of bringing in an expatriate, the double 
salary for the local will still save money compared with the second alternative.  
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4.2 ASSA ABLOY, Shanghai 
ASSA ABLOY is the world leader in locks and security systems, with about 30.000 em-
ployees globally and an annual turnover (2004) of approximately EUR 3 Billion. An inter-
view was conducted with Dan Gren, Sourcing Director and responsible for human re-
sources work at the sourcing office in Shanghai. Dan is one out of four expatriates at the 
office accompanied by 38 co-workers. There are approximately 2800 ASSA ABLOY em-
ployees in China. 

4.2.1 People Needed 
ASSA ABLOY had recently filled all vacancies for the Sourcing office and has no need for 
extensive recruitments but would recruit another 3-5 people during 2006. People who like 
personal responsibility and flat organizations are an interesting group for ASSA ABLOY 
when recruiting. Other appreciated traits are a technical background, international experi-
ence and self-sufficient. The most difficult people to find are those with excellent or good 
English skills. The Chinese perception of excellent English is not near the perception of 
westerners. The second aspect concerns the time it takes for people to become self-
sufficient. It usually takes a while before the employees can work more alone without tight 
supervision. (Dan Gren, Personal Communication, 2005-09-30) 

4.2.2 Attract and Select 
People chose to work for ASSA ABLOY since it is an international company with good ca-
reer possibilities. The career possibilities include the option to transfer to other subsidiaries 
within or outside China. Swedish companies have a good reputation due to the leadership 
style. This makes recruitment and retention easier. A good culture that the employees feel 
happy and comfortable in is of major importance for success.  

4.2.3 Compensation & Benefits 
Salaries are estimated to be medium to high compared to industry average. Higher then 
what most of the local Chinese companies are paying, but lower compared to the compa-
nies paying the highest salaries. Good compensation is offered to the employees if per-
forming well.  

Salary, benefits and job satisfaction are all important but there is a strong focus on money. 
Salary and compensation are set on both an individual and group basis, according to how 
well the employee and office has reached its target. Employees that make achievements 
above the expected are recognize and that will have a positive impact on salary and com-
pensations. To avoid escalating focus on monetary rewards ASSA ABLOY prefers to en-
courage high performance through company visits abroad or courses that is work related 
but still of great interest for the employee.  

4.2.4 Retention Concerns 
ASSA ABLOY has a corporate culture based on four cornerstones, vision, ethics, courage 
& realism. No outspoken adaptation to the Chinese culture has been made, as the four 
cornerstones unifies the different entities around the world. Dan Gren is aware of cultural 
differences and tries to be sensitive and be smart about situational leadership. Assa Abloy is 
working actively to strike a balance between company and local culture, as the believe is 
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that a culture has to be built and not forced. The HR work is not fundamentaly different in 
China then in other parts of the world, the largest differncies are found in local legislation. 
More time is dedicated to HR related work in China compared to more developed 
countries as many of the new and inexperienced emloyees needs guidance and support to 
grasp the culture and work fully 

ASSA ABLOY has a better employee turnover rate then the industry average. There are 
many different reasons for this. Offering a competitive salary progression is of high 
importance and should be treated with great care. Creating an environment were the 
employees need to take individual responsibility is another factor that increase retention 
since it is motivates the staff. Sending employees to visit and see other parts of the 
company and work with international connections is apprecited amongst the staff. Keeping 
an international profile with high standards of facilities, computers, cell phones is also 
efficient instruments to retain staff.  

People are encourage to have fun while they are working and an International professional 
environment were everybody feel valuable and contributes to the company helps creating a 
pleasant ambience in the office. Group meetings and individual development talks are held 
at least once every half year to better get to know the staff. Other social activities like after 
work and dinner sessions are arranged on regular basis.  

Communication is encouraged, and Dan Gren wants open conversations and staff to feel 
comfortable asking any kind of questions. One example that indicates the importance of 
promoting communication is when one of the employees got an offer from another com-
pany with a much higher salary. Because of the open atmosphere, the person had the cour-
age to tell to Dan Gren about it. After the following discussion, the person chose to stay 
and a long-term salary increase was negotiated, saving the company from losing a talented 
employee.  

Individual meetings are held at least once every half year to outline and plan for employee 
development. During the development talk, a strategy is mapped out to strengthen the ar-
eas were the employee feel less confident.  

4.2.5 Those who leave 

Not a single employee has left the sourcing office since the work started. According what 
Dan Gren has heard from others it is a combination of not getting relevant assignments 
and offers of much better salary somewhere else. The local Chinese can be less loyal then 
what a Swede would expected to be, a minor increase in wage might be enough reason to 
change job. 
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4.3 Company Beta, Shanghai Rep. Office  
Company Beta is a multinational company based in Holland. The main industries are coat-
ings, healthcare products and chemicals. The company has 62.000 employees worldwide 
and approximately 2.700 of them are located in China, distributed over 23 subsidiaries. An 
interview was conducted with Respondent A, President of Company Beta Asia. 

4.3.1 People Needed 
Company Beta is expanding quickly in China and has a high demand for recruiting more 
people. Some categories of employees take time to find, but in general the recruitment 
process is fast. Company Beta is privilege with highly educated staff even for lower level 
positions, partly by being a preferred employer but also a reflection of the vast pool of 
highly educated people in China. (Respondent A, Personal Communication, 2005-10-11) 

The hardest profile of people to find in manufacturing is site managers, also referred to as 
senior production managers. This is a common problem in China for manufacturing com-
panies due to a great demand for technical experts with experience. Site Managers are eas-
ier to find in Shanghai but if the factory is located a few hours out of Shanghai, it will be 
harder and more expensive to assign a person. The reason for difficulties is the many new 
companies coming to China, in desperate need of experienced staff. Headhunting and 
poaching staff from already established companies is the only way for them to go about.  

The new economy in China is still very young, and there are only a few people with 10 
years of experience. People with good English skills are hard to find and written English is 
better then spoken. The most important for Respondent A is that basic information can be 
communicated, it will be sufficient for running the operation effectively. Most of the peo-
ple learn business and job related English quickly, speaking more in philosophical terms is 
difficult, which limits discussions about company culture and value systems. Other clashes 
are that English word has another meaning translated to Chinese; this creates a situation 
when the Chinese says that they understand but in reality, the message in English means 
something else.  

4.3.2 Attract and Select 
Company Beta has a decentralized business model were each subsidiary within the Com-
pany Beta group is comparatively autonomous. An example is that each Business Unit re-
ports directly to the board of management and has individual responsibility for global strat-
egy and investments. The culture in each entity is influenced by its employees and manag-
ers values. Company Beta has also an overarching corporate culture based on common 
values for all companies within the group. It is very important that the company culture re-
flect values of the organization, something Company Beta have been paying a lot of atten-
tion to when setting up the business in China and selecting employees.  

Respondent A explains, “Big is beautiful and size matters” when local staff choose between 
employers. The larger the company is, the better, is how many reason if they have options 
when choosing company. One of the main reasons for choosing Company Beta is due to 
the size and good opportunities to excellent learning possibilities an international career. 
Headhunters are sometimes used when trying to finding special talents. 

When selecting applicants for high-level positions, personality tests are done with recruit-
ers. For entry or low level jobs, this can be done by filling out a form on the internet saving 
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time and money. A good Chinese HR manager should be trusted when it comes to their 
professionalism selecting the best people available.  

When choosing students directly from University it is important to understand that they 
have limited knowledge. It usually takes a year before fresh graduates can do some value 
adding work. There are however not the slightest problem to find bright students. A good 
way to build your own supply of talents is to hire high caliber students for 1500 SEK a 
month, spend 10 000 SEK a year on education and then make sure you increase their salary 
according to market and the job they are doing. This is much cheaper then hiring someone 
for 5000 SEK a month for a similar job. By doing this you can create loyalty. This is possi-
ble for already established companies, startup companies have only one option and that is 
to pay for the experience. 

Résumés need to be handled carefully; there are quite a few fake Curriculums’ around. 
Some are easy to spot while others are reveled by checking references. Finding out if a per-
son has attended a given university is not hard, as all Chinese universities has central re-
cords of students. 

4.3.3 Compensation & Benefits 
Company Beta pays average salaries and offers the normal compensation packages. All 
benefits and compensation are based on individual performance targeted in discussion with 
each person’s manager. Senior and executive positions can some time offer a bonus on up 
to 25% of the annual salary. The guideline for this is measured the same way for all execu-
tives in Company Beta, independent of country. Stock options are offered and can be 
cashed in after four years. The HR policy differs depending on what Company Beta com-
pany a person is hired in, all companies have different details even though they can be seen 
as fairly similar because of their group belonging. 

Company Beta has extensive HR manuals that cover everything from parental leave to how 
to fire some one. Six months of probation time is common for many positions, however 
not the most senior ones.  

Outstanding performance is rewarded by giving a higher annual bonus. Company Beta tries 
to avoid giving other monetary rewards to make sure that there are other drivers for per-
formance. High achievers can be sent to other factories or get more education but this is 
not connected to one achievement, but overall performance. 

4.3.4 Retention Concerns 
Employee turn over is low in general, better then industry average. The most fickle staff is 
the sales representatives; they can leave if they get a hundred more in salary. The CHURN 
ratio can be as high as 25% in this category. This can be compared to 3-4% for manual la-
bor at the factories. In Shanghai, one has to be satisfied with 15 % Churn, which is not 
good but the brutal reality. “No problem” means more “I do as well as I can”. This can be 
an indication of problems. 

Respondent A believes that one explanation to why Swedish companies are popular and 
successful with Chinese staff is because of the egalitarian management style. Chinese com-
panies are usually very hierarchal with an attitude that the boss knows everything; the equal 
style is appreciated amongst employees. North European management style works well in 
China due to mutual respect and less prestige. Important values in China are similar to 
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those in Sweden, identity, belonging and family is central. Company culture is an important 
instrument in retaining staff, and when handled correctly people feel good about working 
for the company.  

Empowerment is powerful and works well with Chinese staff. Encouraging the staff in 
presentations and when speaking in public will grow their confidence with faster progress 
as a result. It even makes the employees feel good about the company. The Chinese staff 
makes friends fast and an example is told when a group of operators visited a factory in 
Sweden and today when having problems they still call to the Swedish colleges for assis-
tance. Because of the promoted openness, the calls are made from operator to operator, 
without any managerial involvement, which would have been the way in the past.  

Job rotation at the factories is often used to make the company less vulnerable and avoids 
recruiting panic. People that have jobs requiring less skill can be rotated to more demand-
ing positions to cover the function if staff quits. To enhance job stimulation the workers 
are often assigned responsibility for small projects. A rule of thumb can be to have slightly 
more people then needed, for an example  two more foremen’s to cover if people leave. 
These people can be seen as a talent pool when starting new factories rather then a cost.  

Social activities are hosted at birthdays or when the company has oversees guest. Dinner is 
the most common social activity in China. The dinner is often eaten and finished after 75 
minutes and after that, the group is split up. Respondent A tries to educate the staff to so-
cialize longer, and if people want to leave the table early, they can be directed to go and 
sing karaoke instead. Spring celebrations, Chinese New Year’s parties and soccer are other 
activities carried out to create a good atmosphere.  

4.3.5 Those who leave 
The most important reason to change job is money. Experienced people can get offers 
with up to 40% salary increases if they change. Respondent A tells about another Swedish 
company that trained a person for more then one year to take over as a factory manager. 
The person was a skilled employee and had been with the company for many years. Just 
before taking over the person quit and started to work for an American company, who of-
fered him twice the salary, even though he already had a market average salary. This illus-
trates how tuff it can be on senior level in companies operating in a booming market. The 
only way to solve this is either to pay very high salaries or to build your own wide talent 
pool as Company Beta does. 
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4.4 Company Alpha, Shanghai 
Company Alpha is a fictive name of a large world leading Swedish company located glob-
ally with more then 100.000 employees. The organization in Shanghai is working with re-
search and development to support its global business. An interview was conducted with 
the General Manager, Respondent A and the HR manager, Respondent B. 

4.4.1 People Needed 
Respondent B (Personal Communication, 2005-10-19) has a busy schedule finding more 
competent staff since the operations is expanding and is explains it is a challenging target to 
meet the recruitment situation were more people are needed on both entry and experienced 
levels. Experienced senior people are the ones hardest to find, because the Company Al-
pha’s industry is still young in China. Freshly graduates needs to be trained between 9-11 
months before they can start performing more independently, which calls for a mix with 
more experienced people.  

The people hardest to find for Company Alpha are those with technical expertise in trou-
bleshooting. Other types of technical experts are easier to find. The English level of em-
ployees is generally good, and it needs to be that because the operations are part an interna-
tional organization. (Respondent A, Personal Communication, 2005-10-19) 

The talent pool is limited in China and foreign people are sometimes hired on local con-
tracts with slightly higher compensation. This is done since the salary offered to the for-
eigners is still lower then what they would have received in their respective country. (Re-
spondent B, Personal Communication, 2005-10-19) 

4.4.2 Attract and Select 
Company Alpha is top ranked as a preferred employee in student surveys, a strong reason 
for many to join. The combination of being a well-known company with international op-
portunities and core values appreciated in the local culture is part of the popularity (Re-
spondent A, Personal Communication, 2005-10-19). Respondent B adds that the company 
does not offer the highest salaries in the industry but can more then the competitors pro-
vide an exiting environment as they drive technology and are positioned on the leading 
edge of development. Another trait appreciated by many prospect employees is the flat or-
ganization powered by delegating authority.  

4.4.3 Compensation & Benefits 
Company Alpha offers competitive salaries and other forms of compensation. The com-
pensation package includes all the regular benefits and the salary progression is carefully 
monitored and matched towards HR research reports to stay competitive. (Respondent A, 
Personal Communication, 2005-10-19) 

4.4.4 Retention Concerns 
There is no major difference in the HR work carried out in China compared to other parts 
of the world. There are however differences related to local culture and Respondent A 
(Personal Communication, 2005-10-19) mentions straight forwardness and a wider grey 
scale to characterize China more then some western countries. 
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Company Alpha has a better then industry average retention rate, approximately 4-6%. 
This has been accomplished through realizing the importance of people and the HR func-
tion. Lots of emphasis is directed towards empowerment, something profoundly promoted 
in all lines to create a pleasant work environment. Teamwork, trust and respect are empha-
sized as much as possible and enabled by effective communication and openness. The best 
way to get hold of talents is to offer better opportunities then the closest competitors. (Re-
spondent B, Personal Communication, 2005-10-19) 

Company Alpha has a rolling process were key contributors are identified under one of 
three categories and listed into a document open to read for all employees. The categories 
are key competence holders, technical experts or key decision makers. The selected per-
sonal will be provided customized development program and better carrier possibilities 
along with increased compensation. The turnover rate for this group is around 3%, which 
is an indication that the program fulfils the purpose of keeping the most important em-
ployees. (Respondent B, Personal Communication, 2005-10-19) 

Unit meetings are held at least twice a month, often once a week to better get to know the 
co-workers and provide all employees with frequent update. HR programs together with all 
colleges are a way to create an open atmosphere were people will know and trust each 
other. Performance evaluation, feedback and other “communication tools” are used to 
work with retention and personal development in more structured way. One of the major 
responsibilities for HR managers is to be an ambassador for HR work and get other man-
agers with limited HR experience to understand the importance of this work. Without the 
help of all other managers, the HR work will halt. Confidence development is important 
and promoted towards all Company Alpha managers, as they have responsibility to develop 
all subordinates. To succeed with this task relevant training is given to master the mission. 
The spirit for the program is to get the right competence, at the right time, to the right po-
sition. (Respondent B, Personal Communication, 2005-10-19) 

The most common mistake done in HR related work is giving too less time for implement-
ing different projects. The reason is sometimes due to lack of understanding from top 
managers that has less contact with “fieldwork”. They need on the other hand drive the 
business forward and make sure the organization is evolving, constantly asking more of the 
staff. There will always be such conflicts for large organizations between different interests. 
Another common mistake is that Western schooled managers confront people making 
them loose face, something more sensitive in China then many other countries. Respon-
dent A adds that this is a very common understanding but no one would like to loose face 
in Europe either. (Respondent B, Personal Communication, 2005-10-19) 

4.4.5 Those who leave 
Exit interviews are hold with everybody leaving Company Alpha. The most common rea-
son is that a specific position cannot be offered, because the person lacks the skills required 
or due to a non-existing need. The second reason is salary. (Respondent A, Personal Com-
munication, 2005-10-19) 

The reason for employees switching jobs frequently in China is according to (Respondent 
B, Personal Communication, 2005-10-19) the great possibilities in the market for experi-
enced people. Many companies are moving in and need experienced people to run the 
business as soon as possible. High wages will always attract people.  
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Three to four years ago people changed job because of better salary, but now the focus has 
shifted more towards job satisfaction. Reputation of the company and its managers is said 
to be important when people think in job satisfaction terms. The market is more consoli-
dated now then compared to a few years ago, and this has implied less difference in com-
pensation. Doubling the salary when changing job used to be common, but not nowadays. 
(Respondent B, Personal Communication, 2005-10-19) 
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4.5 EASTWEI Relations, Shanghai 
Eastwei Relations is a group of PR agencies founded in 1994 by the Swede Jonas Björk-
sten. The company has approximately 60 employees spread over three offices located in 
Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou with customers like Sony Vaio, Absolut Vodka, IKEA, 
Electrolux and Porsche. An interview was conducted with the General Manger in Shanghai, 
Pär Uhlin. 

4.5.1 People Needed 
Eastwei will enjoy a growth rate of 60% for 2005, twice the already remarkable 30% indus-
try average. The Chinese PR market was established in Beijing about 10-15 years ago. 
When Pär Uhlin (Personal Communication, 2005-10-24) came to Shanghai four years ago 
the market was still immature and the big firms was not yet established. This means that 
the talent pool with long working experience is limited. People with ten years of experience 
are very attractive in the industry and offered high salaries.  

Eastwei needs to train staff internally due to the short supply of skilled marketing people in 
China. Many young people with at least a year working experience are hired; PR related ex-
perience is not necessary. People fresh from the University are being avoided since they 
seldom know anything about PR or have an idea of what working life is. Often they cannot 
tell the difference between academic life and working life. One of the reasons is that they 
are very well protected behind the University gates, and have little contact with companies 
the same time as education leaves a lot to wish for.  

4.5.2 Attract and Select 
Pär Uhlin says that it is much harder to recruit and retain staff today compared to a few 
years ago due to increased competition. When Eastwei started its operation, it was possible 
to find exceptionally talented people just because they were an international company even 
being small. The main source of attraction for Eastwei today is the attractive brands that 
the company is working with. When selecting people it is important to examine résumés 
carefully since there are many fake Curriculums around. It is wise to check references and 
do small tests before hiring anyone, rather then relying on written education and experi-
ence. 

4.5.3 Compensation & Benefits 
Eastwei offers competitive salaries and benefits. Salaries are reaching very high level for 
some positions, and other marketing firms are considering hiring people from Taiwan and 
Hong Kong instead. The reason is that many Chinese employees has less experience for a 
certain positions then their counterpart from the more mature markets of Hong Kong and 
Taiwan, and if the salaries are leveling out these people can replace the less experienced 
mainland Chinese. Pär Uhlin thinks the labor market will backfire as salaries are pushed 
towards the sky in relevance to experience.  

4.5.4 Retention Concerns 
The staff turnover rate is average and people are getting harder to keep, resulting in more 
effort from Eastwei’s side. Pär Uhlin says “We try hard to create an environment were 
people have fun working along with assignments that are challenging and interesting inde-
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pendent on what your position is”. Personal development and education are two important 
aspects. Personal development talks are held twice a year were future improvements are 
discussed, this is not the case at all Chinese firms.  

Many of Eastwei’s competitors have hierarchical organizations and management puts more 
pressure and less focus on the employees. Such management is usually from US, Taiwan or 
Hong Kong. Simple things like booking an appointment with the closest manager needs to 
schedule, something profoundly avoided by Pär Uhlin, who also tries to create an open and 
flat organization. To emphasis openness, all people including management sits at their 
desks in an open office area were no one has a door they can close. 

Social activities are very important and Eastwei works actively and tries to do something 
each week. The activities can be anything from swimming to playing pool. Four times a 
year the whole office plans a daytrips, last was a visit to eat crabs at a lake outside Shanghai. 
The organization is divided into three different teams that get a budget to go out dining or 
similar activity after accomplishing a project or to celebrate other milestones. Birthdays and 
newcomers are celebrated with joint lunches or dinners. The annual meeting is held with 
representatives from all the three Eastwei offices in a nice setting, treated mutually as a so-
cial activity.  

To keep the most valuable and experienced people a partnership can be offered, meaning 
that the people will get a substantial amount of stock options in the company, making it 
more interesting to stay for qualified personal that otherwise might have started their own 
company or joining other companies at top positions in. 

Pär Uhlin is confident that the quality of their work is just as good as the big international 
PR firms. The common understanding is however that it is more prestige to work for the 
“big” ones. This means that many employees come to Eastwei to learn and when they have 
some experience, they move on. To prevent this from happening Eastwei offers competi-
tive salaries and benefits, but maybe even more important is that the employees feels valu-
able and enjoys the work. This is especially important for the junior staff since they tradi-
tionally are the ones with less rewarding assignments. Attention and empowerment is also 
very important and that is an area were Eastwei believe to have an advantage compared to 
the other PR agencies.  

All agencies in China work with headhunters and some of the staff receives phone calls 
several times a month. Those people know they can get a higher salary if they join other 
companies. People that were underperforming and sacked from Eastwei have sometimes 
found a job in two weeks and doubled their salary.  

4.5.5 Those who leave 
There are two reasons why people leave Eastwei with the first that many wants to join a 
more known firm and after that work in-house for a company. Growing with 30% each 
year does not necessarily mean that the number of people grows with 30%. That is why 
people want to work in-house after a few years. The job is just too stressful and demand-
ing. The second reason is that have get an offer with a higher salary at another company. 
Quite often, the staff leaves more or less over the day without any overlapping.  

Exit interviews are held with all employees that are leaving the company to reveal if they 
have any conflicts with their team leaders or to hear what offer they are leaving for. Often 
it is a combination of the two that makes the employee leave. 
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4.6 Ford Motor Company, Shanghai 
Ford Motor Company is a global American automotive company with the vision to be-
come the world's leading consumer company for automotive products and services. Two 
separate interviews have been conducted with Carol He, Business Partner with HR respon-
sibility for Ford Motor Company in China and Chris Brown, General Manager for Jaguar & 
Land Rover within Ford Premium Cars. 

Ford Motor Company (further referred to as Ford) is a very diverse company with many 
different cultures. Resources are dedicated to utilize the wide knowledge by extensive edu-
cation and by showing respect to each other. It is of high importance for Ford that the HR 
function is a central part of the business, and not a loosely coupled department signing 
payrolls. (Carol He, Personal Communication, 2005-10-12)  

4.6.1 People Needed 
Ford is in a great need of more competent people as the business is expanding rapidly in 
China, a common situation for most companies operating the domestic market. Ford hires 
and educate people that can correspond to the key leadership behaviors of integrity, diver-
sity, communication, service and quality to mention a few. People with relevant skills and 
education and with an interested in creating a better world are welcome at Ford. (Carol He 
Personal Communication, 2005-10-12)  

The most difficult characteristics to find is often technical skills new to the Chinese market 
along with senior staff. Senior staff is tough to find in China with the exception of Shang-
hai. There are two major talent pools with experienced technically skilled people from the 
automotive business, Volkswagen and General Motors. They are a good supply of talent 
for some of the positions, but often lack knowledge about new production methods. A 
problem is that their English skills are poor, since their earlier employers did not require 
the people to learn or speak English. (Carol He, Personal Communication, 2005-10-12) 

For professional hires, Chris Brown (Personal Communication, 2005-10-20) looks for 
technical competence in particular areas. For new hires intellectual capacity, interpersonal 
skills to work in a team environment and English since the people are going to work in an 
international company. The hardest people to find is professionals with good English skills 
and technical experts with unique for the Chinese market. The Jaguar and Land Rover or-
ganization is still quite small in China and people with are more entrepreneurial, individual 
and with a strong initiative profile are preferred. 

China does not have a mature market or workforce as Japan and US, this makes the work 
in China very different. Business is more immature then developed markets. People are 
however eager and willing to try new things, the part you loose in experience you gain in 
education and raw intelligence. Even in a highly competitive market Ford is spoiled with 
top students from the best universities, much thanks to the good reputation of the com-
pany. (Chris Brown, Personal Communication, 2005-10-20) 
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4.6.2 Attract and Select 
The main reasons when people chose Ford in front of other companies is according to 
Carol He a passion for cars. If the person has a passion for the product, they will most 
likely have a passion for the company. The second thing is that is preferable for most peo-
ple are the opportunities to an international carrier that comes with global companies. 
Chris Brown adds that he is extremely lucky with two brands that are easy to fall in love 
with, Jaguar and Land Rover, making the recruitment process easier.  

Salary is important to attract talented people, but in a competitive market, the company 
needs to offer a good culture as well. There are many examples of companies with high 
wages and still a high turnover rate due to poor culture. Many Chinese companies are doing 
well with culture nowadays even as many foreign companies are more know for this. (Carol 
He, Personal Communication, 2005-10-12) 

4.6.3 Compensation & Benefits 
Wages and compensation is competitive compared to other blue chip companies, and are 
regularly benchmarked towards HR research surveys.  

Special achievements are not rewarded by money, but encourage through a nice dinner as 
an example. Then it is more about positive feedback and making the employee proud, 
rather then giving something materialistic. (Carol He, Personal Communication, 2005-10-
12) 

4.6.4 Retention Concerns 
Ford has a low, below industry average turnover and is confident that high job satisfaction 
will help those keeping competent employees. The staff turnover will most likely stay low 
during 2005 since Ford just moved to a new office and recently hired a lot of people which 
normally implies that none or very few employees leave. Most of this people will stay for at 
least two years. (Carol He, Personal Communication, 2005-10-12) 

Ford has a flat organization were supervisors are responsible for develop subordinates. If 
failing they are considered unsuccessful. The company has many different programs aiming 
at retaining staff including training, success, rotation and individual development programs, 
designed to improve performance based on earlier work. Discussion with the employees 
are held about future goals and desires. Another system highly appreciated identifies and 
takes cares of high performers. The identification process is connected to the target set for 
the employee. After being identified as a high performer the employee enjoys a custom-
made development program, higher benefits and a propriety role.  

A pleasant work environment is created by treating employees as a family. The family ap-
proach is supported by holding briefings and team meetings with the employees to update 
everybody. These gatherings are usually easy going with lots of laughing, rather then a strict 
business style. The meeting is still professional and the people are more willing and daring 
to speak up, something that is not common to same extent with other companies in China.  
An open door policy is incorporated meaning that all managers have open doors to their 
office unless they are busy in a private meeting. The best location in the office is occupied 
by recent hires, and not the supervisors. The innovative to this action was firstly made by 
the company president, and after his move others followed. All off this to create a pleasant 
environment were people can have fun and feel good while working. A welfare committee 
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arranged by the employees gets a budget to organize team-building activities regularly. This 
is very much appreciated by the staff since most of them are involved in the work. (Chris 
Brown, Personal Communication, 2005-10-20) 

Chris Brown is actively trying to promote an environment were employees feel comfortable 
being open and not hesitating to communicate. Another important aspect is to let the staff 
to know they have upward mobility by planning the future carrier. Recognition talks are 
held with the staff, but the most important aspect is to offer challenge in a profound way. 
If people like what they are doing and keeps evolving in the organization, they are most 
likely to stay. Learning, contributing and accomplishing goals are other essential elements 
to succeed keeping staff. Being a part of a small organization gives people a view that there 
are other things they can do in the organization due to contact with most people and posi-
tions within the organization. One of the benefits being employed by Ford is that is a large 
global company with robust systems and many possibilities for different career choices. 
The drawback is on the other hand the pace of how things move compared with small fast 
expanding companies. 

Because of the passion for Ford Premium cars, people are normally better at self-
motivating themselves then other companies with weaker brands. The staff working at the 
Jaguar-Land Rover office is far from potential customers of the cars they sell, they some-
times have difficulties understanding their customers. To increase the knowledge of what 
customers want and empower the employees Chris Brown has designed a development 
program for all employees. The program involves getting a Jaguar XJ with a driver for a 
week. This will put them in the backseat of the car and allows them to see the world with 
the same eyes as the customers. 

4.6.5 Those who leave 
It is common that staff receives offers of a 100% raise if joining another company, most of 
these companies are new to the market and has limited knowledge of average salaries the 
same time as they are desperate for people. (Carol He, Personal Communication, 2005-10-
12) 

Exit interviews are held with all people leaving Ford. It can sometimes be hard to reveal 
the truth when asking people as the leave, therefore Carol He do follow-ups several 
months later to make sure they have been giving the right reasons. This is particularly im-
portant if the person leaving has comments about the company or supervisors. Usually it is 
easier for most people to tell this once they have some distance to their old job, especially 
since Chinese people sometimes have difficulties being open. When people have decided to 
leave they are treated well and encouraged to do well at their new job. It has happened that 
former employees decide to return to Ford since they appreciate the culture and care for 
the employees. 
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4.7 Habia Cable, Changzhou 
Habia Cable is a Swedish company producing high performance wire and cable. The com-
pany has approximately 70 employees in China, 370 in total spread over 11 countries. The 
Chinese operation was established in year 2000 after demands from customers that wanted 
their operations to be served locally. An interview was conducted with Andreas Björk, 
General Manager for Habia Cable in China. 

4.7.1 People Needed 
The recruitment situation is stable today as Habia Cable recently had a busy period hiring 
new staff. People hard to find are skilled sales staff, financial controllers and the most sen-
ior positions. Operator with experience from a similar industry can sometimes be hard to 
find, but this is not a big problem. Andreas Björk (Personal Communication, 2005-10-28) 
explains that their location outside Shanghai metropolitan area in Changzhou makes it hard 
to attract senior staff that many companies are competing to get. On the other hand Habia 
Cable can enjoy better retention since the competition is less then in Shanghai. Only a 
handful of people have left the company since it started five years ago. 

4.7.2 Attract and Select 
Habia Cable enjoys a good reputation as a Swedish company and this is an asset for attract-
ing competent people. They were fortunate that Flextronics had a Swedish founded factory 
there in the past that later were bought by an American company. This has created aware-
ness amongst local people about different management styles, and the Swedish one has 
worked well together with the Chinese. Andreas Björk tells the American companies pay 
higher salaries then Swedish in general, but Habia Cable compensates this with a better 
working environment.  

The company has a HR manager that holds interviews and most of the selection process. 
Andreas Björk has the final responsibility as General Manager and tries to trust his instincts 
and see the person rather then qualification put in the résumé since the people he meets 
has already past the initial stages of the recruiting process. Spoken English is only necessary 
for key positions, which makes the talent pool wider. The people Andreas has been in con-
tact with for recruitments has all been trustworthy towards their former employee and fin-
ished off their job properly before joining Habia Cable. This shall be seen as a sign of 
health as it exposes an attitude of loyalty.  

4.7.3 Compensation & Benefits 
Salaries for operators are similar to what companies pay in Shanghai in average, which is 
considered competitive in the area were Habia Cable is located. The competitive salaries 
are attracting people with more competence. Rotating people at the factory between differ-
ent positions is done as much as possible to cover for vacancies. Salary, benefits and work 
satisfaction are all important. When asking the employees if they rather wanted higher sal-
ary and no budget for social activates and holiday trips they wished to keep the system with 
a budget for social activities. Extraordinary achievements are not rewarded by more money. 
Employee of the year however is reward that gives a money bonus. People can also be 
awarded with an educational trip to Sweden, but only I there is a need to increase the com-
petence.  
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4.7.4 Retention Concerns 
Giving people assignments of significance and importance and providing feedback for a 
well-done work contributes to a happier work place were staff feels valuable. Sharing in-
formation is also central to get everybody involved. This is fundamental leadership and 
probably the same all over the world. The ambition is that all employees shall have confi-
dence with each other and be able to take personal responsibility. This is not always easy as 
co-workers sometimes have difficulties admitting they are wrong and this undermines trust.  

Factory workers accept inequality, an example can be that no one feels disturbed by two 
dining rooms separating blue collars and white collars. This can sometimes be hard to un-
derstand for Swedish people that have grown up with the idea of treating people equally. 
This is however not the case at Habia Cable, and Andreas Björk adds that they are blessed 
with good people. The Chinese worker are more familiar with orders of what and how to 
do things, being direct and clear is central when communicating, even when trying to learn 
the worker to be more self sufficient and take responsibility. The structure of work is rather 
hierarchal sometimes and the top manager is definitely the one in charge. The major draw-
back working this way is the lack of feedback provided by the co-workers. Dealing with 
this situation is very hard and striking the balance is not a dance on roses.  

Team building and common activities like dinner parties with all people working at the fac-
tory are of high importance. The yearly holiday trip used to be for everybody, but now as 
the factory is a lot bigger the trip is done with office staff and the best operators. The fact 
that the factory needs to run 24/7 makes it impossible for the whole company to leave the 
same time. Christmas table and the Chinese new years are other celebrated holidays.  

There are no specific development talks with the staff; the yearly salary negotiation talk fills 
the same purpose. People at the factory equal development with a higher salary. The prob-
lem for Andreas Björk is that he seldom hears the real concerns from the employees. A 
reason for that might be the language barrier but he thinks it is more to it, and that’s why 
one of the employees are working actively to find out what is hidden underneath the sur-
face. To get under the surface might be one of the most important aspects that cannot be 
over looked by western managers, and without this knowledge, the staff retention would 
probably have been worse. 

4.7.5 Those who leave 
Only a few people have left the company since the start of the operations in 2004. The 
most fickle people have been those at the sales department. The two people who have left 
from other departments had two different reasons, one got head hunted and were offered 
twice the salary while the other had ended up in a non favorable second position were 
Habia Cable couldn’t offer the position wanted.  
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4.8 IKEA, Shanghai 
IKEA is global Swedish company offering home furnishings in 44 countries with 90,000 
employees. The number employed in China is 1800. The vision is to combine good design 
and functions at prices so low that as many people as possible will be able to afford them. 
IKEA is known for its strong company culture an interview was conducted with David 
Chang, Human Resource Manager China at the IKEA Office Tower in Shanghai.  

4.8.1 People Needed 
IKEA is expanding in China and has hence a great need to recruit more people. When re-
cruiting people it is important to know what person you are really looking for. IKEA has 
eight criteria that need to match before hiring. The hardest people to find is senior manag-
ers, mostly because the limited number of them. Since the Chinese market is young, only a 
few people have the right experience, those who started to work in the very start of the re-
tailing market about ten years ago. Internal design and logistic managers are hard to find 
since IKEA works very differently with this activities compared to other companies. Sales 
managers are also hard to find since this is nothing that comes naturally in Chinese culture. 
For these positions people needs to be educated and trained internally, since they a virtually 
impossible to recruit externally. (David Chang, Personal Communication, 2005-10-24) 

4.8.2 Attract and Select 
IKEA has a strong image that helps when recruiting new staff and it is not considered to 
be a problem. There are three reasons people chose to work for IKEA and not any com-
petitor: image, product knowledge and job satisfaction. People interested are familiar with 
IKEA products and have heard how the company works, and feels that they can combine 
both work and interest if joining. To illustrate the strong image of IKEA David Chang tells 
a story about a person working for another large retailer who spoke to his manager whether 
leaving the company for IKEA or not. The manager of the competitor said, “IKEA, now 
that’s a good company”. Having a manager speaking well about a competitor is not a 
common thing in China according to David Chang  

4.8.3 Compensation & Benefits 
Salaries and compensation is average in the retailing industry. There is no individual bonus, 
but the store has a group bonus that everyone gets if the store reaches its sales target.  

4.8.4 Retention Concerns 
The employee turnover rate is less then 10%, which is considered very well in the retail in-
dustry and better the industry average. One of the keys to the low turnover is the wide 
range of disciplines that employees can move around between inside IKEA; Retail, prop-
erty, distribution and procurement. Few other companies have that variety of career op-
tions and job rotation can be offered to employees that want to try something different 
without changing company. Another important aspect is that the job content always 
changes and staff can influence the alignment of their work. David Chang himself has been 
responsible to set targets and focus for each year of his HR work. Working for a company 
that is expanding rapidly also means many opportunities, as a new store opens people will-
ing to relocate can find interesting positions there. To get an understanding of how many 
people are willing to relocate if a position opens somewhere else IKEA keeps track of 
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those by asking all staff during personal development talks. This is also important to get an 
idea of how fast the company can open new stores. 

The ambition is to be a leading employer in China. Trading operations started about ten 
year ago and retailing started 7 years ago with the first store. David Chang says that IKEA 
has a very consistent culture throughout the world, but the local culture of the country will 
always make a difference, and that’s were adoptions is needed. Chinese culture is rather 
hierarchal and new employees’ needs time and training to understand how to communicate 
at work. In the very beginning people often feel power distance towards line managers and 
people with a higher formal position, but as the IKEA culture takes greater shape people 
respect and treat each other on an equal basis. The people of IKEA in China needs to 
make a greater effort to grow and maintain the company culture, since Chinese culture is 
quite differently from Sweden were IKEA was founded with values of a Swede. This is ap-
plied through encourage openness, give confidence so people dare to make mistakes and 
complain if something is wrong. 

After four to five years, a big difference was noticed in how co-workers encourage each 
other, and last year a big difference in the employee survey about increased openness. To 
emphasis and manage this work IKEA has several systems, formal development talks on 
annual basis, leadership that can be seen as informal development talks to encourage lead-
ers and co-workers to work as partners and surveys about openness. With the feedback, 
IKEA tries harder to improve the situation and has no prestige to avoid apologizing.  

A story is told about a regional manager working for one of their main competitors that 
switch job to become a department manager at IKEA, four levels down in the hierarchy. 
This decision was made due to offering more comprehensive working tasks and a competi-
tive compensation. People grow with responsibly and according to an internal survey it 
takes comparably long time for staff to take a decision, but once there the action is much 
faster then the competitors. This emphasis responsibility and carefully taught through deci-
sions.  

To increase the well being of the employees IKEA has a staff club with an annual budget 
that arrange social activities. To get everybody involved all employees will plan for the an-
nual party, not just the club. More over there are other social activities on a departmental 
level as diners and soccer games. In Beijing staff has been issued gymnasium cards.  

IKEA has an annual survey to measure employee satisfaction. There are nine different 
categories of importance, selected by all levels of staff. The categories that are elaborated 
into questions are ambitions, goals, leadership, learning, knowing customers, compensation 
and benefits, retention index and a motivation index. There are no material rewards for 
high performers, their work will however be encouraged and IKEA works a lot with em-
powerment. The best employee can be entitled “the employee of the year” and be honored 
by the award. People performing above average can enjoy better carrier possibilities but not 
necessarily a higher monetary compensation.  

The hardest thing to handle when doing HR in China for foreign companies is to handle 
the local culture versus the company culture. This is not an easy challenge in China. An ex-
ample is when the line managers reported that they did not get any feedback from their co-
workers. Giving feedback or questioning the supervisor is nothing that comes natural in 
Chinese culture and needs an effort repeatedly until a satisfying result is met. 
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4.8.5 Those who leave 
Exit interviews are held when staff is leaving IKEA. The main reason for a person to leave 
is an offered with more responsibility in form of a higher position at the new company, at 
least two levels up. One person who left a department level at IKEA for a job as a regional 
manager at a big retailer eventually came back to IKEA. even though he was paid three 
times more at the other job. The main reason for the coming back was according to David 
Chang strong leadership, friendly ambiance and clear goals.  
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4.9 Sandvik Process Systems, Shanghai 
Sandvik is a global Swedish company that develops, manufacture and market highly proc-
essed products within the areas of tooling, mining and construction, materials and technol-
ogy and Seco tools. Sandvik has 38.000 employees and annual sales of approximately SEK 
55 Billion. (Sandvik, 2005) 

An interview was conducted with Grace Zhou, HR & Administration Manager at Sandvik 
Process Systems (further referred to as Sandvik) in Shanghai. The operations in Shanghai 
started with a trading company in 1993 that imported goods from Europe. Small-scale pro-
duction was established in 1999 and now the Shanghai operation employs 60 people. 
(Grace Zhou, Personal Communication, 2005-10-10) 

4.9.1 People Needed 
Sandvik is expanding quickly and has an increased recruitment need. Mechanical and 
chemical engineering is the typical background of the people Sandvik is looking for. Service 
engineers are the most difficult people to recruit considering that they need to master 
computers, English and work independently without supervision. One of the major prob-
lems finding competent junior staff is that universities leave a lot to ask for as Grace Zhou 
tells, “Even with a welding major, they can’t do any thing in a workshop”. Often they only 
have theoretical knowledge taken straight out of the books or they are skilled welders but 
cannot handle a computer or master simple English. When hiring graduates Sandvik has to 
train and educate the graduates one year before they can start to work. This has changed 
the focus and if people have a university degree is of less importance nowadays. Often 
people from technical schools (before high school) can be better options if they have some 
computer and English knowledge. This people are in the same age as the university gradu-
ates but instead of studying, they have a few years of working experience. Senior manage-
ment has been stable and has not been needed to recruit for any positions.  

4.9.2 Attract and Select 
When recruiting Sandvik has two rounds of interviews and a good recruiter can often spot 
the character of a person quite quick. Sometimes people are good actors and more time is 
needed to see through them. Grace Zhou admits she has been wrong in judging before and 
now has a more careful approach when selecting. 

Tactics for recruiting and selection is different depending on were in China it is made. 
When recruiting outside Shanghai it is critical to pay attention to the local culture that can 
be very different between Chinese cities. For an example, people in Guangzhou are more 
realistic and tricky, which calls for carefulness with contracts and compensation.  

4.9.3 Compensation & Benefits 
The salaries and compensation at Sandvik are competitive, but not the best in the industry. 
Startup companies usually pay high salaries when entering a market to attract competent 
people; this is not a Sandvik style of doing things. Therefore, it is important to work ac-
tively with more then just raising salaries, like good working environment, leadership and 
long-term retention policies. The compensation package includes a yearly bonus of maxi-
mum two extra months of salary according to performance, free medical examinations and 
a fund that can be accessed after five years in the company. The fund is not a major reason 
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for staff to stay with Sandvik, especially not the junior staff that usually think in shorter 
terms. Additionally the fund is fairly light weighed compared to the more money a skilled 
employee will make shifting between different companies.  

Salary and bonus are individually set according to performance. Clear goals are set up to 
define the limitations, and will make it easier for the employee to evaluate his own per-
formance. Special achievements are not rewarded by money, as it will be a negative sign 
towards others as they might not be good enough. However, that person will get quick 
promotions. High performers and key staff is looked after more carefully to make sure they 
are satisfied with their work.  

4.9.4 Retention Concerns 
Sandvik has an industry average- to better staff retention turnover. The employee turnover 
is around 10% for 2004, which is high compared to other years when it is normally around 
3%.  The reason is due to extensive hiring in 2003. 

HR has not historically been of significance in China, but as foreign companies are estab-
lishing their business successfully, everybody is starting to understand the importance and 
concepts of good HR policies. A central task for HR is according to Grace Zhou the un-
derstanding and collaboration with all other business functions, and that’s why she has 
planned a path to become business partner in Sandvik.  

A trait of the company culture is treating the employees as family and practice fair play. 
Team work is another important aspect of the culture. Every year all employees leave for a 
smaller company holiday trip and an annual party is arranged by typically renting a pub and 
a band. Other activities are teambuilding and a group lunch with new employees. Badmin-
ton used to be an activity but has now had to be moved due to lack of space.  

Development dialogues are held once a year, discussing current job and the future. Satisfac-
tion, limits by the company that holds back your own development and positions of inter-
est in the future are subjects during the dialogue. 

Sandvik treasure every talent, when people have decided to leave they are encourage and 
whished the best for the new job. This provides a feeling of fair play and respect to all em-
ployees and some of the junior staff finds this rather unique. When seeing that people are 
treated well even when after their decision to leave must mean the company really cares for 
their employees.  

4.9.5 Those who leave 
When making a bad recruitment the best way for the person and the company is to end the 
employment as quick as possible. It is difficult for foreign companies to win in a Chinese 
court against local people or companies, it is therefore vital to get all the details on the reas-
signment contract correct. If not the employee might come with further compensation 
demands even though the settlement is made. Sandvik practice a philosophy to rather pay 
them more then less when settlements are made. Being cheep will only cause harm and a 
bad reputation in the long term, acting professionally in all matters is vital. 

The main reason for people leaving is mainly the salary according to exit interviews. When 
holding the interviews questions concerning further improvements are asked. An example 
is if the employee feels satisfied with the courses given and communication with managers. 
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If doubting about the trustworthiness of the answers a follow-up is made a few weeks later. 
After some time it is more likely that the employee feel comfortable speaking about rela-
tionship problems or other sensitive problems that might have been the real reason for re-
signing.   
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4.10 Thule, Qingpu 
Thule is the world leading manufacture of roof racks and car rails with an annual turnover 
of 1.5 Billion SEK. Thule employs 2100 people worldwide, 12 of them are located in 
Qingpu, a town located in the outskirts of Shanghai. The present operation consists of an 
assembly line and a sales office. The long-term strategy is to build a potential export base 
that can support several markets. Two separate interviews were conducted with the Gen-
eral Manager Anders Nordin and Human Resource Manager Lene Zhang.  

4.10.1 People Needed 
Thule has a great need of recruiting people due to growth plans in China. Anders Nordin 
(Personal Communication, 2005-09-20) says that recriuting and retaining competent people 
is difficult, especially for senior positions, since there are many options for people with ex-
perience and knowledge. This makes senior staff costly to employ. Sales personal is another 
profession that are hard to find, demand exceed supply. Sales skills is something that 
doesn’t come natural in the Chinese culture. Junior positions are normally not a problem as 
there is a large pool of people without experience or limited experince.  

4.10.2 Attract and Select 
Potential employees are primarily attracted to Thule because of the International profile 
and Western management style. Thule is the leader within its industry and field of products 
but does not enjoy the same advantage of being well recognized as larger multinational 
companies. Roof racks and rails are new to the Chinese market and the company is not 
widely recognized amongst people. The limited recognition makes it more difficult for 
Thule to attract new employees. Another aspect of being new to the market pointed out by 
the same authors is the less possibility to use existing employees to set benchmarks for fu-
ture employees. The impact can be that it is hard know what kind of people to look for 
concerning skills and background. (Anders Nordin, Personal Communication, 2005-09-20) 

During the selection process Thule, try to distinguish themselves as an international com-
pany offering great career opportunities due to fast growth and personal development 
through a flexible management style. Making sure to get the best suitable person for a new 
job is a matter for the HR manager and her professionalism. Anders Nordin has a standard 
procedure to meet the prospect employee face to face before giving his blessing to hire. 
Fake résumés are common and can be discovered by checking references and without ref-
erences; it is a matter of trusting your own instinct. 

4.10.3 Compensation & Benefits 
The salaries at Thule are industry average and compensation packages estimated to above 
average. Compensation & benefits are set on an individual basis were high performing staff 
enjoys higher salary and benefits then others. Special achievements are at times recognized 
with a visit to the head quarter in Sweden or an educational visit to see other parts of the 
global operations. Deciding when to reward special achievements is situational and often 
connected to high performers as a way of keeping the employee satisfied and encouraged 
to keep up the good work. Even with systems designed to keep staff and active work to-
wards good retention rates people can leave the company for a slightly higher wage else-
where. (Anders Nordin, Personal Communication, 2005-09-20) 
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4.10.4 Retention Concerns 
Thule has a flat organisation and a management style typical for Swedish companies with 
belives in personal responsibility rather then supervision. Organisational- and competence 
development is stronger emphasised throughout the whole company since the beginning of 
2005 due to rapid growth and the ambition to grow through aqusition (Thule, 2005)  

One important aspect of recruitment and retention is growth. Since the organisation just 
started and have plans to grow rapidly there are good opportunities to a fast track carrer. 
This is one of the aspects promoted fequently. Anders Nordin tells that staff is very aware 
of the performance of the firm, as they calculate sales and expense figures. As he has 
noticed and heard some of the emplyees was concered that the company did not do well, a 
common reason for staff to search for new jobs as they don’t feel safe about their future in 
the company. At that moment Anders Nordin moved quikly to inform the staff during the 
weekly gathering that all figures was caculated and a standard procedure for companies 
entering new markets as startup costs are high and seen as an investment and not lost.  

Thule has lost staff since the start of operations about half a year ago and sees retention as 
a key to grow fast in the Chinese market. Thule continues to ensure that their employees 
stick with the company through group and face to face meetings. By doing this they can 
sense if something is wrong and take action to avoid loss of staff. When identifying a prob-
lem the action is decided in discussion with the employee, and often solved if the demand 
is realistic. (Anders Nordin, Personal Communication, 2005-09-20) 

Communication and openess are key elements of the organization and ephasised throughly. 
Anders Nordin adds that it is important to understand that the mindset of people can’t 
change over a day, after decades of comunism. An open culture has to be promoted and 
implemented in portions and grow in a natural way by encouragement. Dealing with 
company culture and local culture is a two way adaptation process, were he tries to adapt 
knowledge, experience and culture to best match the employees level of understanding.  

Thule does not have any written retention policies since they are such a small organisation. 
Promoting an open athmosphere will hopefully lead to an ambiance were all maters can be 
discussed to gain both the individual and the company. Table tennis on lunch brakes and 
bithday celebrations helps creating that athmosphere and a family feeling. Asking questions 
in both individual  and group settings helps understanding the emplyees and revailing what 
they would like to improve and whats already good. Face to face have proved to be the 
best when trying to see what happends “under the surface”. Officially there are no 
conflicts, or at least the the employees are trying to hide conflicts in front of their 
managers, but when asking some of them it has shown that many are having conflicts. 
(Lene Zhang, Personal Communication, 2005-09-20) 

Communication is stimulated by an open, one floor office landscape, without any offices 
and doors that can be closed. Even with that, it is hard to get people as spoken and open as 
they want. During the weekly briefing Anders Nordin always asks if someone has any ideas 
or suggestions to share with the others, and so far has no one ever answered or spoken to 
that question. 

A problem mentioned by Lene Zhang is that some of the employees lack team work skills 
and therefore hesitate asking someone for help when being stuck with a task. In practice 
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this can be the reason why a job is not done on time even with good time allowance. Quite 
a paradox is that Chinese people has a group mentality and like to do work together. The 
nature of the work is different however, usually simple work that does not need a group ef-
fort to solve. A good example of this is pointed out by Anders Nordin during the interview 
was when three of the employees was helping each other to hang keys into a key locker. 

Employees are afraid of telling their managers if something is wrong or if they have a bet-
ter job-offer somewhere else. Because of this it is hard to predict when an employee is 
about to leave. When the HR manager hears about it is already too late. Lene Zhang ex-
plains that the Chinese think that they will be fired on the spot if they mention leaving the 
company, because that is traditionally what would happen when working for a Chinese 
company. Social security hardly exists in China and employees are very concerned about 
having a job to support their family, in their world it would be a bad and dangerous move 
to tell the manager that they want a raise, and otherwise leave for another job.  

It is important for the Chinese to have fun at work. If you trust in an employee, it can be 
wise to employ people recommended by that employee since it means they take somewhat 
responsibility for that person the same time as friend gets hired. Then it is more likely that 
the people will be more committed and stay longer with the company. Personal develop-
ment talks are held to follow up the progress of the employee and plan for the future ca-
reer. (Lene Zhang, Personal Communication, 2005-09-20) 

4.10.5 Those who leave 
Keeping the staff is also hard since all the employees are always comparing their salary with 
friends that has similar jobs. If they can find a job where someone else pays a little bit 
more, they will leave. Often when they leave, some simply walk out the door and do little 
to prepare the handover. The Chinese staff does not hesitate to leave if they get a better 
offer someplace else. (Lene Zhang, Personal Communication, 2005-09-20) 
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4.11 MANPOWER, Shanghai 
Manpower is a global provider of staffing services with more then 400.000 customers 
worldwide and with staffing service in the major Chinese cities. An interview was con-
ducted with the manager Lissa Ji, Manpower Flex Division. 

When companies have difficulties finding staff they contact Manpower or one of the other 
staff servicing firms. Since the company charge hourly, their clients normally hire Man-
power to staff senior positions, as it would be too expensive to use their service for less 
significant placements. A major asset for Manpower is their database with registered pro-
files of people. This means that the company can match profiles with the requirements of a 
certain position. Matching profiles with positions often implies calling people that are al-
ready employed by another company, i.e. headhunting. (Lissa Ji, Personal communication, 
2005-10-28) 

There is no general profile of the people that change job when being head-hunted. The sal-
ary is often much higher with the offered job and often a higher position. The persons that 
are selected in a recruitment process are carefully checked and interviewed. To check the 
background and résumé of any given candidate Manpower uses a company that are special-
ized in background and screening activities. The information they are looking for are finan-
cial data and statements that strengthen all references. If they doubt in any aspect they will 
pay attention to that during the interviews to possibly reveal any uncertainty. 

Lissa Ji explains that the competition for senior staff and good sales people is very tough 
and that those people know their value to companies and consequently ask a matching sal-
ary. Paying much less salaries to local senior managers compared to expatriates is consid-
ered as major mistake often done by foreign companies. This is not well perceived by the 
local managers and their loyalty to the company will hence be low. 

There are firms that can check background information of employees such as references 
and financial data. These firms are fast and efficient finding information that otherwise 
would be hard to collect for a novice. The screening is a good way to discover if a person is 
telling the truth and reveal false curriculums.   
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5 Joint Analysis 
The following chapter analyzes the empirical material by connecting the findings to the theoretical frame-
work. To assimilate the extensive empirical information and better highlight similarities and trends, the in-
vestigation is conducted by a joint analysis. The results of the joint analysis will then form the basis for the 
conclusion and final discussion presented in the last chapter. 

5.1 People Needed 
Nine out of ten companies participating in the Hewitt (2005) survey felt talent shortage 
that limited growth plans. Eight of the ten interviewed companies have a need to recruit 
extensively in the near future. This can be compared with study made by Hudson (2005) 
that forecasts an increase in headcount by 68%, indicating that the situation for finding tal-
ents will become even more competitive for the next year.  

All participating companies are to a high degree valuing and looking for people with a 
technical background, good English skills and the ability to understand and practice west-
ern management. The variance lies in how significant these traits are. Exceptions are Habia 
Cable were the level of English skills are of less importance since the working language is 
Chinese and Eastwei were technical skills is not needed for PR work. Leininger (2004) 
states that these characteristics are the most wanted by Western companies, signifying a 
high demand for people with the described traits. All companies describe the situation as 
very competitive and that some types of people are very tough to find. The Economist 
(2005) supports this by writing that demand exceeds supply and that China seems to be 
running short on talented employees and that many companies intend to run extensively on 
local staff but eventually have to renew and extend expatriate contracts due to the problem 
of finding competent people. This will imply a great challenge for ABB that tries harder 
than its competitors to staff fully with locals. Four of the interviewed companies ranked 
sales personal hardest to find while six companies listed technical experts highest as the top 
demand of employees. This corresponds well with the Hudson (2005) survey were sales 
people ranks highest in demand followed by technical experts.  

Senior people are in general hard to find and therefore much wanted by all interviewed 
companies. The most significant reason for this is that the Chinese market is still young 
(Economist, 2005). Several of the companies interviewed including Company Alpha, Com-
pany Beta, IKEA and Ford describe that the most senior managers seldom has more than 
ten years of experience, since the real economic development in China started about ten 
years ago. Junior positions are in contrast to senior positions easy to staff. Not any of the 
companies express junior staff to be any major problem to find, the concern lays more in 
competence. An example is Eastwei that rarely hire graduates since they need extensive 
training before starting to deliver results, caused by a University system with too little focus 
on preparing the students for work (Pär Uhlin, Personal Communication, 2005-10-24; 
Economist, 2005).   

The main part of the interviewed companies are having difficulties finding leadership tal-
ents, not a unique problem for them as the Hewitt (2005) survey ranks general leadership 
skill as the highest talent shortage in China. ABB, Company Alpha, Company Beta and 
Ford are already trying to foster enough leadership talents to secure future demand without 
having to recruit externally, which also saves money and creates the best leaders according 
to Marcus Buckingham in Business Week (2005). The same author claims that the best 
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managers spend 80% of their time magnifying their employees’ strengths and only 20% on 
fixing weaknesses. Several of the interviewed companies mentioned spending most time on 
fixing weakness and not managing strengths, which would call for limited success in devel-
oping future leaders. The situation and skill shortage in China are however very different 
from the sampled American companies. Since it is a matter of changing the mindset of 
people more them just fixing weakness, it might be a necessary approach. The Economist 
(2005) describes the same situation where weakness or skill shortage must be corrected to 
enable managers to stop micro managing, which traditionally has been the management 
style for several generations in China. The theory by Marcus Buckingham is worth having 
in mind once the employees and market are more mature and ready. 

There is a correlation between the highest turnover functions and the demand for jobs. 
Sales personal that had the highest job demanded in the Hudson (2005) survey had not 
surprisingly the highest turnover rate of all jobs in the Hewitt (2005) survey. Technical ex-
perts that can be associated with the category of research & development, was also a func-
tion of high turnover (Hudson, 2005; Hewitt, 2005). 

5.2 Attract and Select 
A well performing HR function is according to Khatri (1999) nessesary to succeed in 
finding competent staff, the importance is also stressed by Thule (Anders Nordin, Personal 
Communication, 2005-09-20). Since Thule is new to the Chinese market with few people 
knowing of the company this seems even more necessary for them.   

Attracting people to a company is essential and the first step in becoming successful with 
staffing. Since the majority of the interviewed companies were searching for the same type 
of talents that Leininger (2004) had identified, it is vital to outperform the competitors in 
order to win over the wanted talent by distinguish one self (Peppitt, 2004; Lim & Pringle, 
2005).  

All surveyed companies explained that the size, reputation and growth possibilities were the 
most important factors for people being attracted by their company. Having a strong brand 
was another reason for people’s particular interest for a company. The perception of a 
strong brand was either an attraction to the products or services offered by the specific 
company or being part of an appealing company culture. The management style was also 
important and most people preferred European or American management style, even 
though having limited knowledge in general about the differences between the both. An 
exception was Habia (Andreas Björk, Personal Communication, 2005-10-28) that had an 
advantage of an earlier established factory with Swedish management that the locals com-
pared with a rivaling factory with American management. The Swedish management style 
earned a good reputation and most of the locals preferred the more egalitarian style. Even 
though the example is limited to one setting it can be considered as a verification of the 
positive reception for less hierarchal organizations.   

The interviewed companies distinguish themselves successfully in different ways, since they 
all are doing relatively well with recruitment. ABB mentioned state of the art hi-tech prod-
ucts as one of the reasons for a high interest in their company, which can be a dominating 
factor that distinguishes them. In that case, they shall also focus on this strength when 
working with attracting new employees. Other examples are Company Alpha distinguished 
by being top ranked in a preferred employee survey for students, Eastwei by working with 
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appealing trademarks like Porsche and Absolut, IKEA for its unique culture and popular 
products and Ford for being a leading blue ship company with cars easy to fall in love with.  

Once the initial contact with a potential employee is established Lim and Pringle (2005) 
suggests the organizations to communicate its brand image together with a description of 
the career path early on in the interview process. Through emphasis on the fantastic oppor-
tunities for a motivated and high achieving employee, the company can make it possible to 
distinguish oneself from the competitors already during the interview process. Career pos-
sibilities (preferably international) were also the most significant factor mentioned by the 
interviewed companies for attracting new staff, also reflected by Lowe and Schellenberg 
(2002) who argue the importance for an organization to identify an attractive employee 
value proposition in order to attract the talent. Growth supports career opportunities and is 
offered by all interviewed companies. This does not necessarily cerate an advantage for 
them since most companies are growing in the Chinese market. Even though opportunities 
need to be communicated, it is important that the employee have a realistic idea about the 
job offered. Sami Illka (Personal Communication, 2005-11-16) tells that many new employ-
ees have high expectations of fast growth and nice titles and if not communicating the real-
ity clearly the employee is most likely to be disappointed, with a risk for the person to quit 
as a result. Peppas and Yu (2005) make the same point by arguing for a fit between the ap-
plicant and the job requirements. More than expectation, it is vital to be clear about what 
the company stands for to make a good match with culture. Mitchell, Holtom and Lee 
(2001) posit that extensive research has proven the turnover rate to decreases as individuals 
are hired who fit with the co-workers and organizational culture.  

A popular method to attract senior people in China is by poaching them from other com-
panies using a headhunter (Business Week, 2005c) The reason is the shortage of experi-
enced people. Most of the interviewed companies use headhunters if they have problems 
recruiting for a senior position. Hudson (2005) list poaching as one of the main reasons for 
staff turnover in China, flipping the coin will imply one of the largest opportunities. Need-
less to say, it work in both directions.  

5.3 Compensation & Benefits 
The combination of industry average up to competitive compensation and benefits to-
gether with good growth potential is something all interviewed companies have in com-
mon. All companies have below average turnover rates, indicating that the concept works 
well. Competitive is a relative term, ranging between average to above average. None of the 
companies has the highest compensation and benefit plans.  

Offering a competitive salary and compensation package is according to Ye (2004) a mini-
mum requirement when competing for skilled employees. Four of the interviewed compa-
nies have average compensations, which would imply a disadvantage affecting employee 
loyalty according to the Hewitt (2005) survey. Leininger (2004) opposes this by arguing that 
it keeps out people driven by high compensations that statistically are less loyal than others 
are. High compensation payment makes people satisfied but not necessarily more commit-
ted, therefore it is likely that people at the four companies with average compensation are 
driven by the organization and job itself rather then monetary rewards. Since the retention 
rate is below average for all companies it is likely that the four companies with average 
compensation are doing a good job getting their employees committed. All of the four 
have extensive education programs for all new employees, and this can be one explanation 
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to the low turnover ratios, as training makes people to stay longer according to the 
Economist (2005) and Mercer (2005).  

Anders Nordin (Personal Communication, 2005-09-20) tells that people can leave the 
company for a slightly higher wage elsewhere, an indication that a profound level of com-
mitment is hard to create and not necessary connected to compensation. The fact that 
Thule recently started its operations is one explanation to the loss of people as it takes time 
to build a company culture and effective retention programs that Leininger (2004) and 
Branham (2000) describe as a way to achieve long-term commitment. 

5.4 Retention 
Retention is of high importance in China because of the difficulties finding and keeping 
talents (Hewitt, 2005; Mercer, 2005), and at the same time attracting more due to a great 
need in the fast growing market (Economist, 2005). Another good reason for retention is 
that it is cheaper to keep staff compared to the cost of hiring new staff (Economist, 2005). 
The situation is highly competitive and reflected in the Hewitt (2005) survey: the top prior-
ity for CEOs in China 2006 is to maintain a highly engaged and motivated workforce. The 
staff turnover ratios are comparably high and the stagnation due to too low turnover de-
scribed by Branham (2000) and Peppitt (2004) does not apply to the Chinese market char-
acterized by fast growth.  

5.4.1 Induction Programme  
Leininger (2004) claim that many companies in China limit new employee programs to a 
few days with a negative result on staff retention. This is true for some of the companies 
due to an instant need of the people in operations. Sami Illka (Personal Communication, 
2005-11-16) does not necessarily see a correlation between a short introduction program 
and retention, if education is given continuously to support the employee. If this is the case 
it is likely that immediate responsibility and challenging assignments limits the effect of a 
bad or non existing introduction programme. Sujanksy (2004) that states it is important for 
employees to encounter challenges that directly affects the total company performance 
supports the low turnover rate for ABB. The extensive education programs held for all 
new employees can also be one explanation to the low turnover ratios, as training makes 
people to stay longer according to the Economist (2005) and Mercer (2005). 

5.4.2 From Compensation to Commitment 
Many articles in business press describes a situation were people in China leave their work 
for a new if getting a few dollars more (Dagens Industri, 2005; Economist, 2005; Hewitt, 
2005; Mercer, 2005; Watson Wyatt, 2005). According to them money is the most powerful 
fuel that drives the people. Regardless the relevance of these articles there are things to do 
for employers, and the interview companies does not paint in black as if there were only 
one truth. Normally there is a grayscale with more nuances.  

Two of the interviewed companies have industry average to below industry average turn-
over rates, all the other participants are below the average. The low turnover rate signals 
that the employees are committed, and gives credibility to the declaration of paying great 
effort to recruitment and retention of competent staff considering that none of the com-
panies offers the highest salaries in their industry. Situational circumstances were the reason 
for average turnover rates within occasional departments for the two companies. Sandvik 
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made many new hiring’s in 2003, and two years later it is normal that those who doesn’t 
thrive leave. Thule was still a small organization in their startup when the interview was 
conducted, resulting in a great impact in statistics for every person leaving. This makes 
them a less relevant sample considering retention statistics.  

All interviewed companies span from industry average salaries to competitive, which here 
can be interpreted as above average but not the highest. The industry average compensa-
tion and benefits are according to the Hewitt (2005) survey a disadvantage compared with 
those that offer a higher compensation payment for work done, since salary and benefits 
was ranked highest as the main influence of employee loyalty. The Hudson (2005) survey 
investigating the main reasons for people leaving describe a different reality were salary and 
befits are roughly equally important to poaching, limited career progression and personal 
reasons. Making any conclusions from this is hard since the reasons behind poaching and 
limited career options may very well be monetary. If the employee being poached choose 
to change job because of a higher salary and not only because of more satisfying work de-
scription it will be close to classifying as a “salary and benefits” reason, a matter of percep-
tion and view point. The same goes for limited career option, as it is common in China that 
career equals with salary progression according to Sami Illka (Personal Communication, 
2005-11-16) and Andreas Björk (Personal Communication, 2005-10-28). In either case av-
erage salary and compensation does not have to be a disadvantage according to Leininger 
(2004) as it keeps out people driven by high compensations that statistically are less loyal 
than the average. High compensation payment makes people satisfied but not necessarily 
more committed; therefore, it is more likely that people are to a higher extent driven by the 
organization itself rather then monetary rewards. 

5.4.3 Culture 
China has the world’s oldest culture and it differs from other cultures in several aspects 
(Fang, 1999). Two of the most quoted cultural researchers Hofstede (1991) and Trom-
penaars (1994) resemble culture with an onion, where the content is revealed as the layers 
are peeled off. Combining the onion with values will direct towards complexity and cultural 
clashes.  

There are many theories how to handle culture, and to what extent a local culture needs to 
be integrated with a company culture. There is no right answer and depending on the com-
pany, this is done differently. Mathew, Krishnamurti and Sevic (2005) claim a firm needs to 
have a deep understanding of cultural differences and create a fit between staff and com-
pany culture to succeed in China. ABB has a similar approach that has been appreciated by 
employees. Sami Ilkka (Personal Communication, 2005-11-16) explains that he tries to pick 
the best parts of respective culture. 

IKEA has worked extensively to create a strong corporate culture in China (David Chang , 
Personal Communication, 2005-10-24). Fang (2005) mentions IKEA as a successful exam-
ple were the strong culture bridge the cultural differences despite the large differences be-
tween IKEA’s corporate culture and Chinese culture. Creating a strong identity took time 
and David Chang says that he noticed a big difference in how co-workers encourage each 
other after four to five years. Another confirmation of the work was last year when a big 
difference was noticed in the employee survey about increased openness. Fang (2005) fur-
ther describes that the success could be created by cultural awareness on both sides and a 
deeper understanding of the cultural differences according to Ambler and Witzel (2001). 
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The egalitarian style is also according to Edwards (2000) a way to decrease social distance 
and openness. 

Chinese contra Western Style 
The concept of loosing face was mentioned by two companies and the suggestion was to 
be sensitive about it as it can be a common mistake for foreign managers to provoke Chi-
nese employees without even knowing about it. Fang (2005) connects loosing face with 
dignity and appearance. A frequent problem for Western managers connected to the con-
cept of face is that a Chinese yes does not always mean yes and a no not always no (Wong 
et.al., 1998). This can be explained by the Chinese use of an indirect and implicit way to 
communicate, even in response to a direct question, in the aspiration to avoid confronta-
tion and maintain harmony (Fang, 2005; Frazee, 1996). An example of this was given by 
Respondent A (Personal Communication, 2005-10-11) from Company Beta that said if a 
factory manager told everything ran smoothly without problems it was a good reason to 
suspect problems.  

Openness is hard to achieve in China and all interviewed companies are trying to promote 
an open environment. Just as in the case with IKEA, it takes time and devotion. The 
reason for difficulties with openess comes from the Confucian heritage and the mentality 
of the communist past according to the Economist (2005) and Anders Nordin (Personal 
Communication, 2005-09-20). Anders Nordin also made the remark that it is important to 
understand that the mindset of people can’t change over a day, and that an open culture 
has to be promoted and implemented in portions and grow in a natural way by 
encouragement.  

Respondent A from Company Beta tells other clashes can arise when an English word has 
another meaning translated to Chinese. This can create a situation were the Chinese says 
they understand but in reality the message in English means something else. Sincerity is 
such a word. To be sincere in the Chinese culture means to care and help each other, while 
in the west it means honesty and straightforwardness. If the Western manager wants 
straightforwardness, sincerity is not the word to use.  

Fang (1999) portray the significance of appearance in Chinese culture. Social status is very 
important in China and Wong et.al. (1998) connects that to the concept of loosing face as 
loosing face means discrediting one’s social status and business existence. Implications can 
be sweeping the bad results under the rug and only show the good ones, a common di-
lemma according to Sami Ilkka (Personal Communication, 2005-11-16). The importance of 
titles is another and both Chris Brown and Sami Illka argues that give a nice sounding title 
is just as good as raising the salary, since a title is more visible to others then a salary in-
crease.  

Sami Ilkka explains that ABB gets credit for their nice facilities and many social activities 
and an understanding is that this is a way to retain people. Branham (2000) mentions unre-
deemed job expectation as a major cause for changing job, nice facilities might be one and 
in that case, it helps ABB to retain staff. This seems especially true due to the importance 
of appearance. 
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5.4.4 Work Relations 
Work relations are very important for retention. It connects to openness because it would 
be hard for a manager to keep a good and sincere relationship with the other employees 
without it. Several interviewed companies mentioned that that Chinese employees prefer to 
keep problems to between themselves, not involving management. The reason for them 
knowing about it was that they had other managers below them that handled such issues, 
often the HR manager. A study made by Branham (2000) shows that as much as 50 percent 
of an average employee’s commitment to the job depends on the relationship with their di-
rect manager. Marcus Buckingham further emphasizes this in Business Week (2005a) by 
stating that the local managers heavily influence company culture and that people join 
companies but quit their boss. An example of work relations from the companies are when 
Dan Gren (Personal Communication, 2005-09-30) discussed a solution to keep one of the 
employees considering leaving for another company. If Dan Gren would not have had a 
good working relation with the employee it is likely that the conversation never would have 
taken place with the loss of staff as a result. 

When identifying a problem it is important for line managers to act quickly. Anders Nordin 
(Personal Communication, 2005-09-20) noticed that the staff was worried about the com-
pany not making enough money. They did not understand the concept of investment and 
some were afraid of loosing their jobs. The response came quickly and Anders Nordin had 
to explain that all figures were according to plan, and when a company is new to a market 
they need to make initial investments. Comforting and explaining that the investment is an 
opportunity to fast growth and career options serves the purpose to overcome problems 
with insufficient mentoring and support as Ye (2004) mentioned as a major reason to why 
people leave. Further it is a way to fulfill expectations and promises that Lim and Pringle 
(2005) claim is a cause of employee reassignment.  

All of the interviewed companies that could compare HR work in China with other 
countries (i.e expatriate managers) told they dedicated more time to HR related work in 
China. A reason for this was that that many of the new and inexperienced emloyees had an 
extensive need for guidance and support to grasp the culture and work fully. This corre-
sponds well with Bufe & Murphy (2004) who emphasize the importance for line managers 
of having a high involvement as either a buddy or mentor.  

5.4.5 Performance Appraisal System & Growth Opportunities 
The importance of good relationships between employees and managers was described 
above in work relations; a performance appraisal system can be seen as a framework to 
achieve that. David Chang (Personal Communication, 2005-10-24) form IKEA pushed the 
importance of job satisfaction as one of the keys to retention. The satisfaction is made up 
by setting clear targets and focus, to provide a reachable challenge. Such targets and focus 
would be hard to create if not having well designed performance appraisal systems. Peppitt 
(2004) describes a performance appraisal system as an opportunity for the employer to 
conduct a constructive two-way discussion concerning future improvements, from both 
the employee- and employer aspect. A development talk should be based on information 
from the performance appraisal system to identify need of development for the employee, 
often in line with the organizational objectives (Branham, 2000). Since the purpose of a 
performance appraisal system is to evaluate performance in order to develop individuals it 
is essential that the perception between employee and manager match, otherwise it might it 
might lead to the employee resigning (Herrera, 2002). 
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All interviewed companies have performance appraisal system in different form, both for-
mal and informal. Parus (2002) describe that the informal approach can be to spontane-
ously commend a job well done while formal practices are structured and pre-established. 
The latter one can be to provide feedback to the employee’s on a regular basis. Ford has 
many different formal performance appraisal systems which makes them a good example.  
Chris Brown (Personal Communication, 2005-10-20) explains that Ford has very robust 
systems to improve an employee’s performance based on earlier work, i.e. compare targets 
with actual achievement. High performers are identified and enjoy a more custom made 
development program, higher benefits and a propriety role. All supervisors are responsible 
for the development of subordinates, a process partly evaluated by formal systems.  

Growth opportunity is a significant ingredient in performance appraisal systems. Growth 
opportunities equal career plans for the individual. Formal career planning is a great way to 
create a common platform to match employee and company visions (Bufe and Murphy, 
2004). Career planning is offered by all interviewed companies and the opportunities differ 
depending on company and type of placement. Sami Illka (Personal Communication, 2005-
11-16)  gave a concise description that was the common answer at all companies including 
annual or biannual development talks individually with each employee to give feedback on 
past performance and discuss new targets and goals to assure that the employee is given the 
proper education, compensation and growth. Most of the companies do also offer possi-
bilities to job rotation. The large companies have by nature more openings for job rotation 
then the smaller. David Chang (Personal Communication, 2005-10-24) tells that job rota-
tion is a great way to keep talents within the company. Habia and Company Beta practice 
job rotation in a different way in their factories. By rotating the staff, they become less vul-
nerable and there is normally someone to temporarily replace any position in the factory. 
This gives them more time to find an appropriate person for those who leave.  

5.5 Those who leave 
Leininger (2004) states that focus should be directed towards the reasons why employees 
leave since keeping talented employees is the major challenge for managers in China today 
according to Hewitt (2005). The interviewed companies all pay a lot of attention to the rea-
sons, all of them have exit interviews to reveal whatever reason there is. Both Ford and 
Sandvik have follow-ups some time after the exit interview if not feeling comfortable with 
the truth in the answers from an employee. Carol He (Personal Communication, 2005-10-
12) explains that it can sometimes be hard to reveal the truth when asking people as the 
leave, and that it is particularly important to get a correct answer if the person leaving has 
comments about the company or supervisors. Usually it is easier for most people to tell this 
once they have some distance to their old job, especially since Chinese people sometimes 
have difficulties being open. 

Several reasons to why people leave have been discussed earlier. The interviewed compa-
nies gave two major reasons: Salary and Position. Salary was the most significant tightly fol-
lowed by position. The reasons for changing position were that the employee was offered a 
higher rank with more responsibility or a less stressful placement. It could also be that the 
company didn’t have the possibility to replace an employee due to poor performance in re-
lation to the skills needed for the position. Salary progress could sometimes be as high a 
the double when staff changed job. The result from the interviewed companies does not 
perfectly match the results from the Hudson (2005) survey. If poaching is translated into 
either money or position or both the picture gets more equal with more than 60% from the 
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Hudson (2005) correspond to salary and position that was mentioned as the main reason 
for employees leaving the interviewed companies.  

Headhunting was earlier mentioned as an opportunity to find talented staff when having 
problems with a more traditional approach and also a common way to loose staff.  Hudson 
(2005) list poaching as one of the main reasons for staff turnover. A good way to limit the 
damage of headhunters trying to poach staff is by speaking about it openly. Useful infor-
mation about competitors can be collected by asking the own employees to take notes 
when a headhunter make a call (News Week, 2005c). Motivate and reward the employee 
with money for each collected phone call and use salary and benefit information from the 
call to evaluate current employee compensation. Timing on bonus and rewards are every-
thing according to Ye (2004) and here the data will help, as well as in understanding what 
competition the company is facing. Moreover, it can enable competitive intelligence on the 
competitors’ projects and products in development when consolidating all collected data 

News Week (2005b) describes some common traits for the multinational companies doing 
better than others do regarding recruiting and retaining staff. Understanding why people 
leave is a major part of that, a standard procedure for all of the companies. However, there 
are also other denominating factors. All of the interviewed companies and the good ones 
described by News Week (2005b) have customized their own HR solutions and understood 
the importance of putting good people in HR along with focus on their best performers. 
This can be one explanation to the low staff turnover rates. 
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6 Conclusion 
The last chapter presents the conclusions drawn from the analysis by answering and discussing the research 
questions. After that, a final discussion account for the implications of the conclusions made concerning the 
results. The discussion additionally identifies that the purpose has been attained and open up for further dis-
cussion within the area of research.  

In this thesis, we have identified successful human resource concepts by foreign companies 
when recruiting and retaining local staff in China. After having analyzed our group of sam-
ple companies, we believe there are better concepts to recruit and retain local Chinese staff 
more successfully. These concepts will be discussed under the conclusion heading. Firstly, 
answers will be discussed to the research questions. 

6.1 Answers to our research questions 
What kind of people are foreign companies recruiting in China and what 
can be done better? 

Our sample of companies is to a high extent recruiting people with similar characteristics 
and skills. The typical profile of an attractive employee is one with a technical background, 
speaking good English and an ability to understand and practice a Western management 
style. The characters are also the most common for other companies to desire, creating a 
situation were demand outruns supply. Technical experts and sales personal are the type of 
professions that are hardest to find and recruit. A reason for this might be the lack of up-
to-date university education for technical experts and a mismatch in skills depending on 
cultural conditions for sales people. There is a large difference in demand for junior or sen-
ior staff. The junior staff is easy to find but it gets increasingly difficult with growing ex-
perience. Recent graduates are to some extent avoided since it takes approximately a year 
for them acclimatize to working life and to start deliver. Leadership skills are the most sig-
nificant talent shortage and it needs to be trained in order to secure organic growth. Size, 
reputation and growth possibilities are the main reasons why people choose to work in the 
sampled companies, indicating that those people craving for the highest salaries chose 
other companies. Having a Western management style is an advantage and important to at-
tract new employees according to the companies. Other ways to increase popularity is to 
distinguish the company against competitors. There are several different ways to distin-
guish oneself, the interviewed companies have successfully focused on those factors that 
make the company unique. Promoting the company early is important, however having in 
mind that potential employees often have too high expectations about the job. If not stat-
ing clearly the recruitment will most likely be unsuccessful. Many of the companies empha-
sized the importance of having good HR managers to succeed in recruiting; the literature 
adds that the best way to recruit better is to put the best people available in the HR de-
partment. 

How do foreign companies retain competent staff in China and how can 
they improve? 

Competent staff is retained through a series of actions involving were the HR function has 
a central role but it also involves line managers up to top management. The situation is ex-
tremely competitive and important for future success. The undisputable foundation to re-
tain competent staff is to offer at least average to competitive compensation and benefits. 
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Salary progression is important and needs to be benchmarked carefully towards competi-
tors. High salaries do not necessarily make people committed, and average salaries can 
comparably be compensated with job satisfaction and good growth opportunities. Job sat-
isfaction can be reached by creating a fit in the wide cultural gap between Chinese culture 
and Western company culture. Building and maintaining a strong company culture takes 
both time and devotion, but it is the most efficient tool for bridging cultural gaps. This im-
plies that all companies could gain advantages by taking a more active role in managing cul-
ture in China. The large companies in the sample all have more developed formal systems 
for retaining staff. The smaller companies have similar systems but less sophisticated and 
formal, partly compensated by informal systems. Building talent pools by training less ex-
perienced staff can be both a cheaper and a better way to retain staff. Since it is concluded 
that training makes people more loyal. Creating openness is essential for retention and 
managers promoting it can create better relationships with employees to increase job satis-
faction and retention rates. Headhunting is a common way to loose staff, but by puncturing 
the myth and report attempts can decrease the impact and create essential data about com-
petitors and the market. All companies hold exit interviews for those who leave the com-
pany, which is a good way to understand how the company can improve in order to avoid 
further loss of employees. Chinese people sometime avoid the truth in exit interviews and a 
suggestion is to make follow-up interviews when the employee has some distance to the 
occurrence to make sure that the right reasons are given.  

6.2 Final Discussion 
Answers to the research questions have partly fulfilled the purpose of our thesis. To answer 
the purpose completely, a final discussion will follow with the most successful human re-
source concepts by foreign companies when recruiting and retaining local staff in China.  

The interviewed companies all have a proved track record of doing well with recruitment 
and retention according to the retention rates. Giving such companies advises is hard since 
the information about how they recruit and retain local staff needs to be considered as suc-
cessful. The result of this is that the thesis has useful information to identify successful 
concepts which is the purpose. Since the companies vary greatly in size, the findings are to 
a higher extent applicable on other foreign companies in China independent of the number 
of employees. The difference between small and large size companies was mostly noticed 
in documentation and standardization of retention policies. Below follows a consolidation 
of that information.  

To attract local staff in China a company needs to offer average to competitive compensa-
tion together with clear and focused goals in the work description. Companies should dis-
tinguish themselves from competitors by focusing on unique parts of the company. Offer-
ing growth possibilities is also of high relevance and need to be outlined and maintained in 
a personal career plan at an early stage. It is important to make testes of potential employ-
ees rather than relying on merits. Sincerity does not have the same meaning in China as in 
the Western world and false Curriculums are common. There is a clear connection between 
support from managers and retention. All parts of the companies should be actively in-
volved in the process of making the best conditions possible for employees to thrive and 
progress. Fantastic results can be achieved by growing a consistent culture, such as open-
ness, increased job satisfaction and commitment. The approach to understanding local and 
company culture is an important step towards building a consistent culture. The competi-
tion for talents is a war and it will not get better in the nearest future. Instead of fully rely-
ing on recruitment of experience, consider building your own talents pools especially for 
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the most critical positions. Consider location for the operations carefully. Senior managers 
are easier to recruit in the Shanghai region compared to further away in less populated ar-
eas, the disadvantage is that salaries and staff turnover rates are normally higher. Be consis-
tent, active, patient and understand that changes takes time to manage recruitment and re-
tention better. 
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 Appendices 

Appendix 1 

Interview questions 
1. What are the main traits of your company culture? 

 
2. Have you adapted your company culture to China, how? 

 
3. Do you think HR needs to work diffently in China compared to other parts of the 

world, how and why? 
 

4. Do you spend more time on HR in China then normaly in Sweden? 
 

5. Describe your current recruitment situation: 
 

6. How are your wages compared to industry average?  
 

7. When you employ a competent Chinese, what are the main reasons for them choos-
ing your company? 
 

8. What type of people are you recruiting? 
 

9. Do you have any difficulties finding people, what type of people? 
 

10. Describe your  policies for retaining staff: 
 
11. How do you create a pleasant place of work? 

 
12. Do you work actively with knowing your staff, how?  

 
13. How do you emphasis communication in the company? 

 
14. Do you train and hold managers responsible for retention? 

 
15. Do you have a written retention plan, what does it contain? 

 
16. In what order do you think a Chinese would rank: Salary, Benefits and Job 

satisfaction?   
 

17. How do you prepare staff for promotion? 
 

18. How do you analyze or measure individual employee performance? 
 

19. How do you recognize and reward achievements? 
 

20. Do you take any prevented actions to retain high performing employees?  
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21. Who would have the opportunity to get incentive compensation? 
 

22. Describe your staff development programs (if any)? 
 

23. What kind of options does your compensation packages include? 
 

24. What is the most influential factor when employees are leaving: Dissatisfied, Under-
paid or Unmotivated? 
 

25. What is your cost of employee turnover? 
 

26. What is your current CHURN rate?  
 

27. Has the CHURN rate changed the last three years, how?  
 

28. What are the main reasons when an employee change job or quit? 
 

29. Do you hold Exit interviews? 
 

30. What is the worst thing a company can do in China considering HR operations? 
 

31. Other comments or information of importance? 
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